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l. INTRODUCTION 

Background to the Appraisal 

1.1 Since 1990 BRAC has been receiving rinanclal support for Its Rural Development 
Programme - Phase II (RDP-IIJ and Rural Credit Programme (RCPJ from a consortium 
oi nine international development assistance agencies comprising: 

Aga Khan Foundation (AKF) 
Bnct:;h Overseas Development Admmistration (ODA) 
Canadian lnternatlonal Development Agency (CIDA) 
Danish lnceroadonal Development Agency (DANIDAl 
Evangeli:iche Zencralstelle fur EncwicklungShilfe (EZEl 
Ford Foundation 
Netherlands Organisation for International Development Cooperation 
(NOVlB) 
Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD) 
Swedish international Development Authortty (SIDA) 

l.2 The total value of the funding package agreed between BRAC and the Donor 
Consortium was the equivalent of US$49.0 million, of which US$18.2 mJJllon was 
earmarked for RDP-11. The balance of US$30.8 mlllion was devoted to the creatlon of 
the RCP. This represented 70% of the total amount required (estimated at US$44.0 
million) to establish RCP as a self-supporting programme deriving income initially 
mainly from investments but increasingly through time from credit services to BRAC 
members. This support to RDP-11/RCP is scheduled for a three year period which will 
begin to run out at the end of 1992.1 As originally envisaged lo the design of RDP
U/RCP, BRAC would require further support from the Donor Consortium beyond 1992 
in pursuit of Its target to set up a total of 300 Area Offices, all of which would become 
RCP Branches by the year 2002. This further SUPl!Ort would only be required for RDP, 
however, not for the already ca.pltalised RCP. 

1.3 The RDP-11/RCP agreement Included provision for a Mid-Term Evaluation (MTE) 
of both componentS of donor SUllPOrt. This was undertaken on schedule during February 
1992. ln view of the limited time available before the expected completion of 
disbursements under RDP-11/RCP, It was decided that the MTE should be immediately 
followed by an appraisal of BRAC's request and proposals for further support to RDP, 
designated as RDP-m. 

1 The run -out period will itsetr st.retch over about six months to the middle of aalendar 1993 
owing to differences in the financial year designations IIJJ\ong different agencies. 



Aporai.!!al Comoositlon and Schedule 

1.4 The appraisal team and their principal fields of responsibility comprised: 

Colin Relf - Team Leader 
- Flnancial Analys1s Janney Bretz Carpenter 

Anis Dan! - Management and Training 
Sunimal Fernando 
Aruna Rao 
J ennefer Sebstad 

- Rural Institutions 
- Gender Issues 
- Credit/Small Enterprise Development 

1.5 The appraisal team assembled In Dhaka during the first few days of March 1992. 
The team was briefed by representatives of the Donor Consortium. Extensive 
discussions were held with BRAC scaff at Head Office (HO) level throughout the 
appraisal. This work was interspersed with field visits to the following Districts: 

Rangpur 
Dlnajpur 
Pabna 
Natore 
Jessore 

Tenns of Reference and Aoproach Taken 

Manikganj 
Sherpur 
jamalpur 
Mymensingh 
Narslngdi 

L.G The terms of reference for the appraisal of RDP-m are reproduced In Annex 1 
to this report. In studying these TOR, the appraisal team noted that they had been 
drawn up before two Important sources of information and analysis had been available, 
namely (a) the Mid-Term Evaluation of ROP-U/RCP, and (b) BRAC's proposal for the 
scope and content of RDP-m. In the actual context, and In consultation with Dhaka
based representatives of the members of the Donor Consortium, the team drew up a set 
of TOR priorities focusing on the !&lues summarised below: 

I) Conte1tt and st:rate&v How the role BRAC sees for Itself fits with the 
policy conten In Bangladesh and with the operational work of the 
government and other NGOs. In this context, how BRAC develops Its own 
strategy, especially In view of the major expansion proposed in RDP-DI. 

II) BRAC models Analysis of the degree of development of and confidence 
In BRAC's oper;ltlonal models - prlnc.lpally for the RDP/RCP Institutional 
development and credit model and its various components (including 
sericulture and Irrigation as well as proposals for the creation of 
marketing units) but also for NFPE. 

lii) ProPOsed growth and Its lmolications Investigation of BRAC's capadty 
for growth in termS of operational planning, management (Including 
monitoring feeding back Into planning and management), staffing, 
management development and organisational evolution. Review of growth 
within and beyond the RDP-nt package, particularly for NFPE. 



iv) Loan portfolio management Specifically to follow up and develop further 
the recommendations of the MTE with respect to Improved $ystems and 
procedures for credit management. 

v) Training feasibility of meeting the demand for tr1llnlng among BRAC 
staff and members, including physical facilities, curriculum development, 
supply of trainers, trainer work.loads, trainee throughput, tramlng follow
up and training quality. 

vi) BRAC/donor relatiogs Including donor expectations, yardsticks and needs 
in relation to the institutional discretion of BRAC to set and pursue its 
own strategy, plans and cargecs. Assessment of coordination and liaison 
arrangements between BRAC and the Donor Consortium. 



2. SUMMARY OF MAJN RECOMMENDATIONS 

Ovs:rvaew 

2.1 The appraiSal generally endorses BRAC's ObJeCttves, Its strategy and the broad 
thnJsl and direction of the proposed RDP-111. The approtsal has consulted closely wtth 
BRAC staff and manal!ement, at Head Office and in the rield, to test for any weak 
points In the strategy and to investigate how BRAC can best equip itself to implement 
RDP·IIl whale at the same tame maintaintng or tmproving the generally high standards 
of professionalism it has set for Itself. Of the proposed elements of RDP·III the 
appraasal recommends the retention of all but one. The exception is any further 
expansaon of BR.r\C lending for deep cube-wells after the removal or government 
subsidies. Among the other components or Its ongomg and planned work there is a need 
for some adjusanent In the Interests of efficiency, manageability, quality and adherence 
to Its composite objectives. These adjustments are intended to be construct ave and are 
motivated by the general conclusion of endorsement of RDP-m. 

2.2 In the interests of accessibility and to avoid e.'Ccessive repetition, this section of 
the report does not attempt to summarise the analysis and conclusions of the text. 
Instead, it confines itself to a summary of the main recommendations of the appraisal. 
It remains, however, an executive summary because It Is on the appraisal 
recommendations that executive decisions must be reached by BRAC in negotiation with 
the Donor Consortium. The analysis on which these recommendatloll3 are based Is 
provided In an already summarised form In the main body of the text. further, more 
detailed analysis can be found In Annexes 2 to 6. 

Scale and Cost of Exopnslon In RPP·nl 

2.3 The number of new RDP Area Offices should be scaled back from the proposed 
115 to a total of 95 between 1993 a.nd 1995, the annual pattern of new openings being 
25, 30 and 40. There should be no change in the proposed race of transition of RDP 
Offices to become RCP Bl'llnches. 

2.4 The revised cost of RDP-m Is estimated at a maximum of US$56.7 milllon, 
dependJng on the outcome of the recommended specific appraisal of the sericulture 
proposal, currently casted (and Included in tbe above maximum) at US$6.3 mllllon. 

Presentation of ProPOSals 

2.5 In future, l.n formulating and submitting any new proposals to the Donor 
Consortium, BRAC should present them clearly In the context of Its aggregate plans and 
aggregate resources. 

2.6 In full consultation with the members or the Donor Consortium, BRAC should 
establish an agreed format for the presentation of any new proposals In the Interests of 
claracy, comprehensiveness and ease of processing by the Consortium. 

2.7 BRAC should review its objectives with the aim of defining and articulating them 
as clearly as possible; ranking them in terms of time horizons for achievement; and 
establishing verifiable indJcacors or achievement both for its own purposes, for the 
Donor Consortium, and for the wider national and International Interest. 



lnstitutlon-Bui I ding 

2.8 Drawing on its own rich expenence, BRAC should re-emphasase ats work in 
helping VOs to become secure, welt-rooted rural institutions: not just compliant 
orgamsatlons for the purposes of receavlng, using and repaying credit. In thas process, 
the following Issues and actions should be addressed: 

I) promoting interest in supra-village issues and the possible emergence of 
wider Interactive networks of VOs - but without prescribing In advance 
precisely what form this should take; 

il) drawing on the history and experience of institutional development In 
Manlkgaof as a centre for alcemaclve training through people-co-people 
exchange; 

lli) designation and deployment or senior, e;.rperienced POs based at the 
TARCs to guide and support junior POs at the Area/Branch level as 
Institution-building facilitators; 

iv) further refinement or staff training curricula In suppon of the re
emphasis of lnstitutlon-bulldlng; 

v) Introduction of process documentation to monitor progress In lnstitudon
bulldlng; 

vi) provision for the conuouat1on of lnstlrution-bulldlng work for as long as 
necessary after the t:Tansitlon of RDP Offices to become RCP Branches. 

vU) maintenance of a continulng dlaJogue between the soclaJly-orienced and 
financlaJ self-sufficiency Interests within BRAC, while malntalolng clear 
distinction In responsibilities between field staff engaged in institution
building and credlt management dudes. 

Sectoral Programmes 

2.9 The expansion of the sectoral programmes should be modified In line with the 
recommended overall race of e;.rpanslon of RDP, with attention given to the following 
key Issues: 

I) development of a service charge system wltbln each component 
programme to recover the full costs of services provided; 

il) exploration of the incorporation of service charges at the very beginning 
of the 4+2 RDP/RCP model, with a very heavy lnldaJ subsidy being 
gradually removed to reach full cost recovery under RCP; 

lil) strengthening of the staff skills in each component programme in the field 
of business planning; 

lv) addition of marketing expertise to each component programme, rather 
than establlsbing a separate marketing unit; 



v) re-emphasis of the role of sectoral POs in loan monitoring as well as their 
respective specialisms: 

vi) expansion of sectoral programme monitoring to Include lndlcacors service 
quality, financial returns at the enterprise level, and socio-eSJnomlc 
impact: 

vii) strengthening the linkages bet•..,een RED and the sectoral programmes: 

2.10 Serlculture BRAC should articulate more clearly Its strategy and operational 
plans for the expansion of the sericulture programme. In turn, the Donor Consorttum 
should commission a separate, specific appraisal of thts programme to finalise its scale 
and cost. 

2.11 lrrlgariog BRAC shouJd limlt Its future lending for deep tube-wells to the 
maximum of 125 new schemes to which it ls currentJy committed, bringing tbe total 
number of schemes to about 767. To reflect the higher risk associated with DTWs a 
loan loss reserve of 40% should be applied co that portion of BRAC's exposure 
represented by capital loans. 

2.12 As a matter of urgency, BRAC should prepare plans on two fronts to Improve the 
quality of DTW loans. First, It should plan to provide closer cechmcal and advisory 
support to tbe management of DTWs to Increase tbe prospects for their operational 
success. Secondly, the recommended Improved credlt portfolio management system (see 
below) should be applied co DTWs, enabling more accurate and more Informative 
monitoring of recovery rates. As part of this process, BRAC should explore possible 
adaptations of the DTW model including minimlslng the need for operating loans based 
on the Jessore experience and revising the terms and condldons on wblch operating 
loans are Issued. 

Non-formal Primary Education 

2.13 NFPE should be retalneti In RDP-Ill owing to Its valuable complementary role to 
RDP Itself, in the Interests of efficiency in administration and training, and as a 
reflection of th.e breadth of Interest in different aspects of BRAe's work among 
members of the Donor Consortium. There are no reservations about tbe NFPE model 
to call Into question the expansion by 9,000 schools proposed. If, however, the 
availability of resources througb RDP-m imposes cuts, they should be made 
preferentially towards the end of RDP-m, giving BRAC time to moblllse addltlonal 
resources for the planned overall expansion. 

2.14 NFPE's training workload should be locludeti In the recommended special study 
on BRAC-wtde training (see below). 

Health and Family Planning 

2.15 This component should be retained as proposed as a pilot activity In exploring a 
potential major broadening of tbe range of services offered by BRAC. In subsequent 
reviews and evaluations the Donor Consortium should Include appropriate expertise not 
available to this appraisal. 



The RDP/RCP Transition and Self-Sufficiencv 

2.16 6RAC should measure all of the costs and revenues or RCP to permit full 
assessment of Its progress towards complete financial self-sufficiency. BRAC should 
strive for complete self-sufficiency and apply rigorous internal standards to RCP. 

2.17 RCP's road to self-sufficiency should be more clearly plotted, with annual 
performance benchmarks and obJectives based on sound cost accounting and good 
financial planning. Head Office should h3ve a working model that tracks the costs and 
revenues of RCP as If it were a separate institution. 

2.18 Donor funds are being lnvesr.ed In RCP branches whether the activities are 
housed in RDP or RCP. Accurate cost-allocat:lon and revenue recognition systems 
would allow BRAC to evaluate the effectiveness of those investmems and make 
Informed decisions and how best to use its resources. 

2.19 The RCP Income Statement should be revised to Include additlonalllne Items for 
all sources of expense (institution building, technical support) and revenues (fee Income, 
Interest margin earned on savings deposits). 

2.20 A comprehensive spreadsheet as an addition to the RCP model would permit 
BRAC to forecast the costs and revenues of sectoral programmes and Institution 
building activities. ThiS model would have assess RCP branch-wise, as not all sector 
programmes are operating In all branches. 

2.21 Each sectoral programme should keep Its own ledger for costs and revenues to 
track the actual costs to RCP and RDP from month to month or quarter to quarter. 

2.22 The monthly cash budgets presented by RCP branches should reflect the amount 
of service charges earned by the branch and the sectoral programmes from which it Is 
generated. 

2.23 The RCP and RDP budgeting models should be expanded to allow management 
to track the costs and revenues of continuing institution building and technical support 
for VO members. 

Management of RCP as a Financial Institution 

2.24 BRAC should continUE~ to develop RCP lm:o a separate financial entity within 
BRAC or as 6RAC Bank. 

2.25 Whether a separate banking Institution or part of BRAC, RCP should be 
Increasingly he"'measured by banking performance standards and measures. 

2.26 Ratio Analys.ls and Trend Reporting should be used to alert management of 
changes In loan qualicy, management quality, and earnings qual!cy. 



2.27 SubJeCt to a review of performance data, housing loans are a logical addition to 
RDP credit acttvlties and should be flnarced by the donors. Although currently 
proposed only as part of RDP, housing loans for members should be expanded to RCP 
ii the1r repayment performance IS strong. Such loans should be a permanent RCP 
financial product rather than only from development-oriented RDP, and continued 
separation of the portfolio from RCP would become awkward. 

2.28 Adopt and implement five suggested portfolio measures on a quarrer!y and 
monthly basis and use trend reporting to detect changes In portfolio quality and 
distmctsons in repayment patterns for different types of loans. 

2.29 Improve the sensltlvicy of the Current and Late loan quality classifications to 
become mnre meaningful reflections of loan quallcy and the adequacy of the loan loss 
reserve. 

2.30 Develop a summary reporting format for internal use that Is both useful to 
internal managers and informative for Donors and other qualified outsiders. Such a 
report mJgbt track trends in the above five portfolio measures and present limited 
summary portfolio Information. 

2.3 I Replace or supplement the 2% loan loss provision with actlve management of the 
credit portfolio and periodic reviews of loan qualicy relative to the loan loss reserve. 
A Portfolio Review Committee should meet quarterly to assess the adequacy of the loan 
loss reserve and review problem loans or business sectors. 

2.32 Measure the loan loss reserve relative to Joan oucscandln!JS rather than to Joan 
• disbursements to more accurately crack and predict loan quality. 

2.33 Devolve portfolio management responslblllty to the lowest posstble 
admlnlstratlve level to encourage development of a disciplined credit culture and to 
reduce reliance on the centralized monitoring function. 

Financial Management 

2.34 A financial model should be prepared for RDP (similar to RCP) to track 
performance over time and better analyze the transidon from RDP Into RCP. 

2.35 A Budget!Forecast/Accual reporting fonnat would better track performance, 
refine budgeting accuracy, and better reflect changes within a particular funding cycle 
(for example, sblfts In expenditures between 1991 and 1992. 

2.36 Financial budgets and reporting for RDP and RCP should be In consistent formats 
so numbers can be compared directly by the uniformed reader. 
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2.37 BRAC's methodology for forecBSting loan outstandings should increase rn 
sophistication to Include Individual assumptions for load disbursements, cbe mix of short, 
medium, and long term loans, and cbe degree of slow repayment (I.e. the percental!e of 
payments received later than when due). The LOANOS worksheet prepared by the Mid 
Term Evaluation should be added to the RCP model. It should be run with a vanecy of 
assumptions to test the sensitivity of 8RAC's projected net Loan Requirement to 
change$ in those variables. 

2.38 Branch and area office managers should focus more on cash management to 
reduce the amount of funding required to finance BRAC's lending operations. BRAC 
can focus ~ir attention on cash management through a variety oi seeps. 

•~' 

2.39 Despite the incentive to manage cash aggressively at the branch level, managers 
must be careful to not misuse the overdraft privileges arranged at local banks. 
Aggressive use of rtoat at the expense of the banking system can lead to later 
repercussions that would hurt BRAC both rlnanclally, politically and economically. 

Training 

2.40 The Donor Consortium should corruntssion a special planning and programming 
analysis of BRAC-wlde training targets and capacity during the last quarter of 1992. 
Owing to the uncertamty surrounding some of BRAC's overall expansion plans, thls 
study should Include sell5itivlty analyses, particularly with respect to different rates of 
expansion of the NFPE programme. 

2.41 BRAC should strengthen Its capacity to evaluate the utilisation, effectiveness 
and Impact of Its training acdvitles. Having established a joint team of staff from the 
Training and Monitoring Departments and RED, the steps to be taken should be: 

I) ideotlfy and possibly adapt appropriate methodologies for the evaluation 
of trainin~ 

ii) Cield-t6$ting oC the selected methodologies; 

ill) gradually build up a system and capacity to monitor and evaluate training 
eCfectlveness. 

2.42 BRAC should consider expanding its HO complement of training staff with the 
addition of two senior professionals - one dealing with the evaluation or training as 
recommended above, the othar focusing on cun1culum development. 

Management Deyelooment 

2.43 MOP should continue to move as fast as possible to become fully operational. 
including building up Its own team of full-time faculty members. 

2.44 In parallel, MOP should continue to develop Its training curricula and materials, 
drawing on Internationally-available material where appropriate, and including curricula 
and training materials related to Institution-building and the Improved credit 
management system recommended by the appraisal. 



2.45 BRAC should clarify the role and priorities of MOP, assigning higher priority to 
Internal management development needs than to traimng ~taff of outside agencies -
even though thts would implv forgoing Income from training fees, hence greater 
dependence on the Donor Consortium. 

Management In the Conte.xc of Raptd Growth 

2.46 Rapid growth presents the risk of appointing staff to the key positions of 
Area/Branch Manager who may have high potential but who lack sufficient depth and 
breadth of experience In BRAC end its various programmes. To combat this. the 
following recommendations are puc forward: 

I) BRAC should adhere strictly to Its earlier policy of requiring POs to serve 
for a minimum of three years after their Initial training period, Including 
one year e..'<perience each In lnsdtutlon-buildlng, sectoral programmes and 
credit, before promotion; 

II) Ideally, and again In line with earlier policy. five years experience as a 
PO should be regarded as a mJoimum (though of course, not of itself a 
sufficient) condition for promotion to the role of Area/Branch Manager; 

Ui) BRAC should further develop and refine its ex.!sting screening and 
selection procedures to reinforce Its confidence in appointing resourceful 
Area/Branch Managers capable of taking initiative and usi.ng their own 
discretion rather than being guided prlncJpally by formulae and 
predetennined models; 

lv) steps should be taken to reduce the number and proportion of Area 
Offices and Branches being managed by POs-ln-charge- particularly those 
who have only reached Level VI; 

v) wherever possible, only seasoned Area/Branch Managers should be 
selected to serve as managers of new RDP Area Offices; 

vi) MOP should assign specJal priority to the further development of training 
material, to the design of 'sandwich' training programmes for new 
Area/Branch Managers-designate, and to the reservation of Its training 
capacity for newly selected Area/Branch Managers to ensure that they 
have adequate ; skUls In local-level planning and Implementation; 
administration and financial management; communication skills, Including 
report-writing; and up-to-date familiarity with the major sectoral and 
support programmes. 

Gender Issues 

2.47 The constructive work of the Women's Advisory Committee should be continued, 
phasing In to the development of gender tralolng work within BRAC. An additional ltem 
In support of gender training and amounting to 1.5% of staff salaries has been added to 
the RDP-m budget. 



Overlno with Other Rural Development Programmes and NGO§ 

2.48 BRAC should strengthen Its dialogue with ocher large NGOs and agencies before 
finalising Its detailed operational plans for expansion, Including the location of new RDP 
Offices and NFPE schools. 

Conswction of :-lew Phvsical Facilities 

2.·19 To avoid the continuation and possible worsenmg of delays ln construction plans, 
the internal customers for new buildings- mainly the Training Department and RDP -
should establish a closer working relationship and better flow of information with the 
Construction Department. 

Research and Evaluation 

2.50 BRAC should continue to seek ways and means of strengthening (a) the 
relationship between RED and operational departments (including the Monitoring 
Department), hence (b) the operational relevance of its work. Probable new areas of 
research and evaluative work during RDP-UI will In any case require close collaboration 
between RED and other deparunents. 

2.51 If, as put forward In the RDP-m proposal, RED is to continue with Its ongoing 
programmes of work, lncludJng the VIllage Studies Project, the Introduction of new 
fields and elements of work wlll call for staff su-engthenlng. A minimum of two senior 
social scientists would be needed in connection with the re-emphasis on Institution
building and the proposed evaluation of training. 

BRAG-Donor Relations 

2.52 Specific recommendations to the Donor Consortium are to: 

l) establish a time-span of not less than 18 months for BRAC to pursue a 
work plan agreed during negotiations for RDP-III; 

U) agree on progress to be made by BRAC In tackling key issues and 
challenges and in Implementing specific recommendations as put forward 
In this report. This should Include dates and, as far as possible, verifiable 
Indicators of implementation and achievements. 

2.53 The timing or the next Annual Review commissioned by the Donor Consordum 
should be adjU$ted to en:rure the prior availability of the results or (a) the serlculture 
appraisal, and (b) the proposed planning and programming study of training. 

2.54 In pursuing Its recognition as a mature, Independent organisation, and In 
negotiating what It feels are appropriate limlts to Its dlscretlon In planning, 
management and Implementation, BRAC should take as Its starting point the 
recommended clarification and ranking or its objectives. This should Include specifying 
the likely time spans over which different objectives mlgbt be achieved. In addition, 
greater clarity In articulating Its strategy, plans and programmes as recommended 
earlier would help in negotiating discretionary limits and time spaos. 



2.55 As a specific expression of its maturily, BRAC should undertake a self evaluation 
during the course of RDP-m against terms of reference agreed with the Donor 
Consortium. 

2.56 The Donor Liaison Office should be strengthened by the addition of another 
International professional to be responsible mainly for (a) Interpreting, synthesising and 
feeding to the donors key material from the wealth of reports and documentation 
emanating from BRAC, and (b) creating and maintaining an Information resource centre 
w1tlun the Dl.O. 

2.57 BRAC should assign an exlstlng staff member to act as the focal pomt within 
BRAC for coordination with the Donor Consortium and to help In setting up the 
proposed Information resource centre. 

' 



3. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

The National Policy Conte:<t for Development Work bv :>IGOs 

3.1 Official ooJicv Officially, the policy environment for development work by \!COs 
in Bangladesh Is now much more favourable than It was even three years ago, when RDP 
li/RCP were appraised. Although the fourt.h Five Year Plan remains In draft form, It 
is unequivocal in Its endorsement of the role of NGOs In the following tenns: 

"The government has been encouraging NCO participation in nation-building 
activities for which various measures have been adopted • 
.. .In order to simplify procedures .. (in) .. handling NGO afrairs, particularly those 
which are assisted by foreign donations, a Bureau has been established In the 
President's Secretariat.'2 

3.2 ThiS apparently liberal and cooperative formal policy is not, however, matched 
by the regulations and procedures confronting NGOs. The Task forces on national 
development strategies set up during the interim government of 1990/91 characterised 
the relationship between government and NGOs as "ambivalent' and drew attention to 
the difference between policy statements of the type quoted above and the way In 
which successive governments: 

• ... have tried to control and regulate NGO activities through promulgating a 
number of regulatory laws having multiple :frocedural bottlenecks, thus lnhlbitlng 
a smooth NGO operation In the country.' 

3.3 The government's perspective on this analysis Is summarised in the final 
"QuallfyingRemarks' (prepared by one of the t wo government representatives In the 
eight-member task force which was responsible for analysing the role of NGOs), 
appended to the task force report. These remarks recognise the need for procedures to 
be simplified as much as possible. But they also stress that: 

"Government is ult.lmately responsible to the people for all activities in the 
country, irrespective of (their) GO (government organisation) or NGO origins. 
Thus, the requirement of registration, Its renewal, like a driving licence, and 
prior programme approval comes ln.' 

3.4 In practice, of course,'the Interpretation and Implementation of national policy 
depends on the attitudes and perspectives or senior civi.l servants. During the course 
of the RDP m appraisal, contacts at the highest levels of the civil service with the 
Planning Commission, the Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and 

2 

3 

People's Republic o( Bangladesh: Fourth Five Year Plan (Draft). Planning Commission. 
Dhaka. May 1990. (Chapter XVlli. Para 18.14) 

Report of the Task Forces on Bangladesh Development Strategies for the 1990s. 
University Press. Dhaka. 1991 (Volume 2, Part D. The Rolo:. ol' NGOsl. 



Cooperatives (MLGRD&C), the Ministry of Educauon. and the Bangladesh Rural 
Development Board (BRDB) revealed some differences In attitude within a generaUy 
liberal and constructive approach to che development role of NGOs. focusing 
specifically on BRAC and on its work in the fields of non-formal primary education and 
credit services among the rural poor. the range of attitudes can be lllustrated by the 
following responses: 

Education: 'Government clearly cannot cope with the magnitude of the task 
and has clearly not achieved a significant lncreru;e In the literacy 
race over the past 20 years. BRAC can make a signincant 
contrlbution - It has a sh:e which can make an Impact. Moreover, 
as an increasingly mature organisation, BRAC runs itself, and does 
not need expensive 1echnical assistance co achieve results.' 

Credit: 

'The government has no difficulty in supporting the e.~panslon of 
non-formal primary education work by BRAC or other NGOs -
either from the policy point of view or in practical terms. This, 
however, Is contingent on the understanding that BRAC will be 
able to finance ItS activities either from Its own resources or from 
Incremental foreign assistance. Under no circumstances could the 
government release domestic resources or allow NGOs to draw on 
foreign aid resources earmarked for government nctlvicies.' 

'The government Is encouraging NGOs. But they are fulfilling a 
supplementary role and cannot substitute for the fundamental role 
and responsibiUcy or government. The government could not 
relinquish or abdicate ItS responsibll!ty either for pursuing growth 
of the national economy or for the direct targeting of poverty 
alleviation measures. It becomes unacceptable when donors try to 
Impose a role for NGOs ln government programmes.' 

'There are unfortunate trends for donors to feel that NGO 
programmes are aU successful while goveroment programmes 
always fall short. There Is a need to look closely at such Issues as 
the 'roadside bias' of NGOs, concem:ratlng their work on those of 
the rural poor who are most easily accessible, and on the overheads 
of NGOs Including the cost-effectiveness of their work In relation 
to that of government•4 

• 
3.5 These views, albeit from a smaJJ sample of .senior civil servantS, can be 
5ummarlsed in tertns of three main points: 

4 

il there is now an acceptance of the reality of NGO involvement In 
substantive development work among the poor; 

All quotes in thts pnra.graph are personal views expressed by senior civil servo.nlS at the 
level o( Additional Secretary or above during the course of interviews held in the agencies 
mentioned. 



ill but there Is some discomfon In the drawing of comparlso~ between the 
work of NGOs and that 01 the government In similar fields; 

HI) there Is considerable sensitivity on the Issue of the category of external 
resources used to support NGO activities, as between official country 
programme allocations and net incremental resources which otherwise 
would not be available. 

3.6 The second and third of the points liSted above will probably not be easy to 
overcome and may well be contentiOUS In the future. In 1991, for example. the Rural 
Development and Cooperatives DiviSIOn of MLGRD&C comrmssioned a comparative 
study of selected projects being implemented by BRDB and similar work by three 
leading NGOS (BR..~C. the Rangpur-Dinajpur Rural Service (RDRS) and Proshikal. This 
study pointedly drew attention to an apparent major difference In the programme cost 
per beneficiary household- at nearly 7.5 tlmes more on average among the three NGOs 
than for BRDB.5 The resource issue will probably focus first on any moves by NGOs 
to gain access to Taka funds generated by commodity aid (~ch as monetised food aid, 
fertiliser, cement and the like). The fFYP has set the cone In Its recognlr.lon that ·The 
growt.h m government revenue has fallen behind the rapid increase in current 
expendlrure •.. (and that) •.. the chronic shortage of matching local currencY. has been a 
major constraint in project implementation and absorption of project aid. ,lj ThiS could 
be of critical importance to BRAC's need for Taka support for Its NFPE expansion 
plans. 

3.7 Political will. olans. oriorit!es and caoabli!tles These four Issues are treated 
togelller - just as they are grouped In the appraisal TOR- because they are difficult to 
analyse separately from each other In the context of government policy or practical 
lnftladves. Judging from the number of references in various pares of the FFYP to the 
urgency of poveny alleviadon measures; to participatory rural development; to 
promodng the role of women In deve lopment; and similar issues there appears to be a 
general recognition of the importance of the cype of work Included In the BRAC RDP 
Til proposal. These references a lone do nothing, llowever, to Indicate the strength of 
poUtlcal will sWToundlng such Issues- not least because the draft FTYP was drawn up 
before the curren.c government came into power and because there has been a dearth 
of policy statements In this area since then. In terms of specific plans even the FFYP 
does little to translate poUcy priorities loco government lnitiatJves. lnstead there Is a 
tendency merely to list ongoing and pipeline projects and programmes supported by 
lntematlonal assistaDce. In sum, owing to the chronjc dependence of the national 
development programme on International assistance, It Is Increasingly difficult to 
Identify any !ndepe.ndent assen:lon of national priorities and plans by the government . 
Tbis in tum is probably because the capability of the government to take practical 
lnltladves Independently of the donors Is, In most aspects of rural development, 
extremely limited. 

5 

6 

MLGRO&C:A Comparative Repon on Selected Programmes of BRDB and Some Leading 
NGOs. Prepared by the Task Force ConstiiUted by the Rural Development and 
Cooperatives Division. Dhaka. December 1991. (Chapter IV, page 52. The operntional cost 
figures quoted were Tk.l99.57 per household for BRDB; Tk.2,616.54 for RDRS: 
Tk.i,432.94 for BRAC: 1111d Tk.<~ll.26 for Proshilca. It 11M not been possible to investignte 
or to verify these data.l 

FFYP op.cit. Chapter 18. Paragraph 18.2(i) 



3.8 Two examples relating to the financial and sraff resource capab!lltles of the 
government Illustrate tile problem. On the rinanctal front, the Annual Upazfta 
Development Fund (AUDF - commonty known as the Lpazila Block Grant) for the 
current financial year Is only Tk. 15 crores representing only about 7.5% or its level In 
current orlces m the late L980s. ln terms of implementation capacity, agencies such 
as the Bangladesh Rural Development Board (the main government agency responsible 
for poverty allevtation world is heav•ty dependent on incremental project staff• 
equipment and other inputs funded by international development assistance agencies. ' 
This means that specific projects must be des•gned in detail and subJected to 
government screening and approval procedures. In turn, projects are subject to 
considerable delay and tend to lack flexibility during lmplementauon. 

BRAC lp the Context of Other NGO$ and Government Programmes 

3.9 The most common comparator of BRAC now seems to be the Grameen Bank. 
Yet it is well recognised chat, in terms of the breadtll of programme activities and the 
Intensity or advisory and support services they provide, the two agencies differ qu1te 
significantly. F'or the purposes or this brief contextual analysis, comparative 
Information has instead been assembled on the following agencies and projects: 

BRDB- particularly projects RD-5 (the Production and Employment Project 
funded by SIDA/NORAO); RD-9 (funded by the European Commission); RD-
12 (the Rural Poor Programme funded by ClDA); and the IDRWCC (the 
Integrated Development of Rural Women and Children through Cooperatives 
project funded by the World Bank/IDA, CIDA, ODA and UNDP); 

PaW Karma..Sabayak Foundation (PKSF) sec up by the government In May 
1990 as a non-profit association under the Companies Act; 

Rangpur-Oinajpur Rural Service (RDRS), the largest lntemational NCO In 
Bangladesh, which, Like BRAC started work in 1972; 

ProshJka, a large national NCO which began operations about three years 
after BRAC, In 1975. 

3.10 All these projeCts, programmes and agencies have objectives which share much 
in common - with each other and wtth BRAC - in terms of their focus on the poor, on 
helping them to galn access to resources, and on sustainable Improvements in the qual ley 
and level of their liveLihoods. Among them, the PKSF stands out as being relatively new 
and as having only an indirect relationship with Its target group. The Foundation Is an 
on-lending agency, channelling resources through government or non-government 
'parcnerorganisations' of which It cWTently has a total of 37, mainly small and medium
sized national NGOs. Since its inception it bas been financed exclusively from 
government revenue resources to the extent of some Tk. 230 million. Its professional 
sta!C complement, all of whom are Dhaka-based, extends to two General Managers, five 
Managers and five Trainee Managers. Disbursements to February 1992 are reported to 
have been no more than Tk. 28 million. 

7 More than 50% of the staff of BRDB are funded by donor-supponed projects and 
prol!Tllmmes. 



3.15 Some 20 ye~~n~ since Its inception, BRAC's strategy is to expand - both in tenns 
of the subsi:J!ntlve fronts on wltich It is working and in terms of the numbers or people 
it can reach. The rationale for expansion Is two-fold: 

i) poverty In Bangladesh is pervasive; 

U) there is an insufficient capacity from any current source to tackle the 
poverty problem adequately in terms of coverage and comprehensiveness. 

3.16 The appraisal generally endorses both the strategy and operational approach put 
forward by BRAC. Where It has reservatloos, they are explained in the text of this 
report. 



l 
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lAIIII~ 3.1: Comparative Information on Selected Projects and Agench:§ Undenaklng Poverty-Oriented 
Development Work 1 

RD5 RD9 RD12 IDRWCC 

No. nf Urta7llas 
Covered 13 20 139 20 

No. of M!'lnbNS 26,105 3,271 236,551 45,886 

No. of Groups 
J'onurd I ,299 250 9,926 I ,147 

Avl.'ragP. 
Mcmbers/Group2 20 13 24 40 . 

Shorr of Women 51.0 42.1 41.6 100.0 
Members (%) 

Crt!dlt l~ccovery 100 99 97 98 
Rat!' (%) 

Sources: Mt.CRD&C: Task Force Comparative Repon op.clt. 
Proshlka (Proshika Donor Liaison Office) 
BRAC 

All data as of JOth June 1991 exc~pt BRAC. as or 31st Oee!!mbrr 1991. 

Rounded to the nearest whole numbrr. 

RDRS PRQSIIIKA BRAC 

28 70 120 

93,87<1 406,855 617,136 

6,521 23,252 II ,376 

14 17 5·1 

47.0 42.9 68.0 

NA 90.3 98 



4: OVERVIEW AND COMM'Ei'I/TARY ON THE PROPOSED EXPANSION 

The Framework for Aporaistng RDP-111 

4.1 In I 989, as mentioned In Section 1 of this report, the RDP-IJ component of the 
curTent phase of DC flnanctal support was costed at just ovw- US$18 mdlion (Tk. 578 
million). In round figures. the latest of several budget revisions puts the total likely 
cost at about USS23 million (Tk. 920 million). The RDP-11! proposal puts forward a total 
cost of JUSt under lJS$61.14 m1lllon - representing a scale some 2. 7 times that of RDP-
11.8 Yet such a simplistic comparison of budget rigures Is misleading. The RDP-m 
proposal includes a different pattern of deployment of resources among components it 
shares In common with RDP-U. It also includes some new components: 

l) NFPE would lncrease from about 26% or the total RDP-U budget to more 
than 34% tn RDP-W, calling for a total allocation o( US$ 21 million; 

II) BRAC's lnvesonent In serlculture would increase to US$ 6.2 million, 
representing 10% of the total RDP-m budget; 

iii) The principal additions are: 

- housing loans to BRAC members 
- housing loans to BRAC staff 
- health and family planning 
- marketing units 

US$3.04MM 
US$2.16MM 
US$0.82MM 
US$0.45MM 

4.2 A more significant complicating factor in appraising the RDP-111 proposal is that 
BRAC already receives financial support for different activities outSide the framework 
of the RDP-U/RCP Donor Consortium. These Include non-DC inputs from the Swiss 
Development Cooperation, SIDA (for two different aspects of BRAC's work), and the 
World Food Programme. In the future, these non-DC Inputs could grow, both In 
magnitude and In the number of different sources. Examples include: 

8 

I) 

ii) 

Ill) 

the probabllLty of funding for 3,000 NFPE schools through the General 
Education Project (supported by 8 International development assistance 
agencies, including ODA and SIDA); 

' the possibility of additional support for NFPE growth from USAID, ClDA, 
and various other donors; 

an expansion of WFP Inputs from monetized wheat In support of the 
!GVGD programme. 

Note: the revised budget conservatively estimates an exchange rate of Tk 42 • USSI in 
anticipation of a devaluation by the end of 1992. 



4.3 None of this I$ to call into question BRAC's strategy for overall growth - a 
strategy that the appraisal endorses. What becomes more complicated is the ability of 
any single appraisal e.~ercise co cake adequate account of BRAC's capacity to manage 
aggregate growth in the context of aggregate resources. Given that different fundlng 
packages will be In different pipelines, progressing at dlfftlrent speeds, It will probably 
always be difficult to assess the overnll situation at any point In ctme. Nevertheless, 
the appraisal recommends that In the future, BRAC should provide the clearest possible 
summary picture of all current funding and Intended requests and their relation co RDP. 
This would permit a full assessment of management capaclcy and resources to 
implement the proposed activities. 

Presentation M che RDP- 111 Proposal 

4.4 Another difficulty In appraising such a Large and multi-faceted programme as 
RDP-W Is the content of the proposal itself. The proposal document is well laid out and 
accessible - at least for a general readership. As a technical document, however, Its 
analysis is weak; it lacks detail; in parts It Is unclear or inconsistent; and the 
presentation of the budget lacks clarity. 

4.5 Lack of apalysis The fonnats adopted by most International development 
assistance agencies call for specific project or programme proposals to be set agalost 
an analytical background of the subject or sector to which they relate. The list of 
headings presented below Is not exhaustive but serves co Illustrate the analySIS that is 
cyptcally expected: 

Programme Origins 
Sectoral Background 
Problem Definicion 
Polley Environment 
Ongoing and/or Previous Activity and Experience 
Technical justification 
Economic Justification 
Social 1 ustlflcatlon 
Environmental Aspects 
lnstltutlonaJ Arrangements 
Sustalnablllty 
Rlsks and Sensitivity Analysis 

I 

4.6 The origins and background to RDP-m are discussed In less chao one page of text. 
There Is no definition of the basic problem/s (of, for example, lack of aggregate 
national production, poverty, powerlessness, lack of access to productive opportunities 
and the like). In the case of the NFPE component there is a brief reference to BRAC's 
overall strategy to estabUsb 100,000 schools by I 997. But this strategy is not set 
against a review of other planned or ongoing major educational initiatives, sucb as the 
General Education Project, or an analysis of the expected effects and Impact of 
successful implementation of the NFPE component. Similarly, the production targets 
for the sericulture component are projected forward beyond the RDP-m period, to a 
level of MT 1,100 by the year 2000. B11t there is no discussion of demand or price 
projections either domestically or In the international market. 



4. 7 This criticism Is not to say that BRAC has given no thought to the JUStification 
for Its planned future work. On tbe contrary, BRAC's understanding of poverty and of 
national development priorities in certain fields gives it considerable strength of 
confidence of what can and should be done. Rather, the criticism Is Lhat tblS analysts 
and just.ltlcaLion are not articulated In the proposal. 

4.8 Lack qf derail The proposal's lack of detail is a corollary of its conciseness and 
accessibility m the reader. The core oi the proposal -Section I, cover1ng substantive 
activities ~:argeted on the membership- Includes 12 major componem headings in the 
space of 28 pages of open-spaced text, Including tables. Inevitably, In an average of 
little more than two pages of text per com;>onent It is not possible to give details of 
how or where each would be tmplemented or of how each proposed e:o<pansion would 
build on ongoing activities. 

4.9 ft ha.d been expected Initially that the RDP-111 proposal was a summary document 
and that there would be working papers on each component giving further details and 
perhaps further analysts. During the course of the appraisal It was possible to go Into 
greater detail on different aspects and components of the programme. But this was 
usually as a result of lengthy direct workJng sessions with senior BRAC staff: the 
Information was generally not available In working papers. 

4.10 Lack of clarity and consistency Given the lack of detail referred to above it Is 
hardly surprising that the proposal Is unclear In places. A particular example is Section 
5 devoted to training and staff development. These activities are not only very 
extensive, very complex and of critical lmpon:ance to nearly every aspect of BRAC's 
operational work: they are also difficult to understand in terms of phasing, throughputs 
and aggregate workloads. Yet the proposal outlines plans for a three-year target of 
training a total of more than 140,000 people In over 720,000 participant-days In the 
space of less than two-and-a-half pages of open-spaced text and two tables. 

4.11 The mos1: specific example of inconsistency, which obviously Inhibits the 
development of a clear understanding of the proposal Is the NFPE component. The 
Executive Summary Indicates that 'IS,OOOnew primary schools will be opened to serve 
450,000 students' (page 3). This Impression of lncrementallcy Is strengthened ln the 
Section 3 Overview, stating that ·anaddltlonal 450,000 NFPE primary school children 
will be Included within this expansion, compared to 180,000 In ROP-111 (page 6).9 Only 
in Section 4.6 dealing with the NFPE component does It emerge that the net number of 
new schools proposed to be opened is not 15,000 but 9,000, there being an Initial stock 
or 6,183 schools at the beginning of 1993 (Table <l.6A, page 32). {Even then, this Initial 
stock refers only to schools financed under RDP-rr, not to the BRAC-wide total of 
12,000 expected to be In operation by the beginning of ROP-m with support outside the 
DC framework.) 

4.12 Still there is an apparent inconsistency In the initial stock of 6,183 schools. The 
proposal confirms other progress reports that of the 6,000 schools In operation by the 
end of 1991, some 4,180 had been financed under RDP-11 (page 31). Meanwhlle, BRAC's 
own budget and targets for RDP-n Indicate a further 1,500 schools to be opened during 
1992. Yet these figures give a 1993 loitlal stock of only 5,680 Instead of 6,183 as shown 

9 Each school having a c:~pacity of 30 students. 



in Table 4.6A In the proposal (page 32). The explanation Is apparently that Instead of 
4,180 RDP-11 schools opened by the end of 1991 It had in fact been possible to finance 
a further 503 schools. Only on tills basis Is It possible to reconcile the inconsistencies 
in the proposal. 

4.13 Budget presentation The mam difficulcy with the budget In the proposal is that 
it attempts co present too much information In a stogie tabular format. It would be 
simpler and more clear co follow the o~pproach "'·hich has been long-established by many 
ocher agencies, calling for a minimum of three distinct seeps: 

i) phvsical phasing- This means setting out In tabular form what is proposed 
to be done t.hrough time - for example, schools or offices to be opened; 
new members co be registered; participants co be tratned; and so on. 
(This Is In fact done In the text cables In the proposal, but It would have 
been more clear to present the physical phasmg Information for the 
different components in self-contained sees, linked with unlccosts and the 
derived financial phasing, as outlined below.) 

U) unit COSts - It should be possible to show the unit cost of each physical 
output. Indeed, where different activities and outputs have different unit 
costs (for example, re-opened NFPE schools as compared with wholly new 
schools), this serves as a guide to the numbers of tables required for 
physical phasing. 

Ill) financial ohasing - Financial tables are derived directly from physical 
phasing and unit cost data and usually have the same column and row 
layout as the original physical phasing tables, but wlt.h costs taking the 
place of the numbers of units In each case. 

4.14 Most of this information Is presented In the RDP-ITI text and budget (covering 
pages 55 to 73 of the proposal). The maoner In which the budget layout combines 
physical phasing summaries and unit costs, however, makes it difficult to follow. 

RPP-m ObJectives 

4.15 BRAC's most commonly stated objective ls the composite one of poverty 
alleviatloo and empowerment. This bas the appeal of succinctness aod apparent 
simplicity. On the other hand - as BRAC well knows - It masks the difficulty aod the 
mulct-faceted complexicy of what BRAC Ls actually trying to accomplish among the 
rural poor. In the RDP-ID proposal (page 6) a thlrd element In the composite objective 
bas been added as follows: 

'Tbe objectives of RDP-111 are the same as BRAC's organisational objectives and 
remain the same as in RDP-ll: alleviation of poverty, empowerment and 
suscaJnabllity.' 

The added element of sustalnabillty is not discussed beyond the reference to RCP 
requiring ·no further donor funding since Its operations wUI be self-funding'. 



4.16 Earher appraisals. reviews ar.d consu.tant.s' reports have genl!rally endorsed the 
succinct, composite objective. though not without extens1ve discu.ss1on of its practical 
meamng. Among the dono~. too. there 1s no questioning of the validity of the objecnve 
as stated. There ls grow1ng interest. however, In the empowerment ObJeCliVf! -how to 
understand It and how to check on Its achievement. Against this bar;kground, a funher 
refinement and articulation of BRAC's objectives could be useful for sev~rtll reasons: 

i) the overall contribuUoo of BRAC to rural development 1n Bangladesh is 
now -by design - much more ;>lgnlflcant than it was even three years ago; 

Ill a distinction between longer-tenn and more Immediate obJectives would 
help BRAC staff at all levels to understand more clearly the1r roles and 
bow the1r acuvltles and outputs are expected to contribute to the BRAC 
strategy; 

Ill) since BRAC has now added sustalnoblllty as an explicit compone.nt of Its 
objective It would be helpful to indicate bow and to what elements of Its 
work this is expected to apply, ranging, for example, from the 
stJStainablllcy of Improved levels of livmg among Individual members with 
or without continuing access to credit and other services from BRAC, 
through the sustalnabillcy of different operational programmes w1th or 
without external funding, to the sustainabilicy of BRAC ltsel f as an 
Institution; 

lv) the more clearly objectives can be distinguished from each other in terms 
of their degree of difficulty aod the time horizons over which they might 
be achieved - and the more specifically each of them can be stated - the 
easier it becomes to establish verifiable Indicators of achievement against 
which reviews and evaluations can be undertaken (both by BRAC Itself 
and by those providing financial support for Its activities and 
programmes). 1 0 

4.17 Discussions with BRAC staff at levels ranging from middle-ranking POs to senior 
managers reveal that: 

I) there Is already an appreciation of a distinction between long-tertn and 
Immediate objectives, but that; 

II) the specification - and especially the artlculatloo - of objectives ln each 
category Is not fully clear, and as a result; 

lO Ideally. and most simply. a verifiable indicator should be measurable, quantifiable. Where 
objectives have to do wi1h qualitative change. including such arellJ llJ insmutiona! 
development. however. attempts at quantiflcntion are not only difficult but can even lead 
to distortion. Nevertheless, it is possible to verify achievementS in qualitative arellJ 
without recourse to numerical indicato!'1. 



IIi) it remains difficult for BRAC to verify Its achievements except In such 
aggregate terms as: 

• 
• 

growth In membership; 
adherence co the BRAC model for VOs; 
range of activities; 
financial Indicators related to credit accivtcies. 

·1.18 BRAC has agreed to begm the process of rev1ewmg Its obJeCtives with the aim 
or defining and articulating them 3$ clearly as possible: ranking them in terms oi time 
horizons for achtevement; and establishing veririable indicators of achtevement both for 
Its own purposes and for the wider national and International interest. Including the 
Donor Coosortiwn. 

BRAC Models for Ooerattonal Activities 

4. I 9 BRAC's strategy and policy set Itself ambitious targets to expand Its operational 
activities to reach as many as possible of the rural poor who remain without access to 
adequate outside assistance from government or non-government development services. 
BRAC Is also working on a broader substantive front than most other organisations, 
Including Institution-building at the local level; credjt services (which themselves cover 
a wide range of technical fields); ancillary development services linked to food aid and 
In collaboration with two government agencies; education; health and family planning; 
and para-legal services. In pursuing its targets on this broad front BRAC Is following 
the rational approach or developing practical models for different operational 
programmes. In doing so, It has nevertheless recognised the following factors: 

I) models should not be allowed to become rigid blue-prints but should retain 
flexibility to respond to the wishes and the potential of the target group; 

II) models should not be prescribed from the Head Office but should evolve 
and be reflned through operational experience. 

4.20 Against this background It is mevltable a.t any point in time that illfferent models 
for illfferent programmes of different lengths of experience wlli be surrounded by 
different degrees or confidence. Brief comments on the most Lmportant of BRAC's 
models are outlined below. 

The RDP - RCP Model 

4.21 This Is the most important or BRAC's models. It comprises a four-year first 
phase of Institution-building and access to creillt supplemented by support and 
promotional services including functional education and skills training; direct assistance 
In different specialised sectors; and the testing and promotion of new productive and 
income-earning activities. This Is the RDP period. After the first four years, Village 
Orgarusatlons as well as the Area Offices which have served them are e.'Cpected to pass 
Into the RCP. The RCP model, at full development, Is based on two main assumptions: 



i) that BRAC's income from credit operations will be sufricient to finance 
its overhead and operaung costs - imtially at the individual Branch level, 
but progressively for RCP as a whole; 

iil that the Income of BRAC members will be sufficient for them to pay for 
anv continuing training and advisory serv1ces they may need. 

4.22 Mode of transition from RDP to RCP The transition from RDP to RCP 1s not 
automatic, nor is it wholly Instantaneous. The additional criterion that must be met for 
the transition to take place is that the membership and volume of credit activities must 
have reached a threshold level. Thl5 e.~plafns why there are some RDP branches which 
have been in operation for more than four years but are still designated as being of 
·Year 2 or 3' RDP stattJS. The transition is not instantaneous because for a period of 
two years following the incorporation of a Branch Into RCP members remain entitled 
to receive training, advisory and other support services free of charge. This reflects 
BRAC's recognition that when wholly new RDP offices are opened It can take up to two 
years for membership to build up. Thus, at the end of four years there are likely still 
to be some VOs which have been active for only two years. The · 4-<-2' model ls designed 
to giVe time to reach adequate organisational maturity for all VOs. 

4.23 One aspect of the transition wh1ch is - or is supposed to be - instantaneous is the 
introduction of fees for the provision of technical support and further skills training in 
Year 7. As noted in Section 7 of thLS report and In Annex 3, BRAC st.ill has further 
work to do In developing the proposed system, l.ncluding finalising appropriate fee rates 
for each sectoral programme and making arrangements co ensure a !Ugh level of fee 
collection. Yet questions have also been raised by BRAC field staff about possible 
difficulties surrounding the abrupt introduction of servlc·e charges, suggesting that thls 
aspect of the model may need to be reviewed carefully and possibly revised. This Is a 
matter taken up in Section 8 of thia report. 

4.24 The conclusion of the appraisal is that the 4+2 model for RDP/RCP is stU! too 
mechanistic. While there Is substantial evidence of social change and organisational 
development among BRAC members, field work with VOs and discussions with field 
staff and BRAC managers at different levels have raised doubts about the completeness 
of the m.odeL What is heartening ls that BRAC staff th.ernselves do not regard the 
model as a fully developed blue-print. They are aware of Its limitations and are Looking 
for ways to develop It further while stlll crying to adhere to undertakings with the 
Donor Consortium for the financial self-stJStainablllty of the RCP. Specific 
recommendations In this respeCt are included in Section 6 of this report. 

4.25 Adaotatlon of the model The main adaptation of the RDP/RCP model applies 
to collective credit schemes, mainly for power tlllers and deep tube-wells (DTW). 
Owing to the magnitude of the Investments ln such schemes VOs must be larger -
typically 100 members for DTWs - to keep Individual repayment obligations within 
reasonable bounds. Yet Table 3. L has shown that BRAC's mainstream VOs are 
significantly already larger than the equivalent groups reached by other projects and 
agencies. To a certain extent this is offset by the fact that mainstream VOs represent 
amalgamations of discrete sub-groups - typically comprising 5 members - for the 
purposes of the credit service. But thls Is not the case in collective loans which are the 



more vulnerable to risks of lack of cohesiveness and weak credit discipline. Further 
analysis of this issue is presented in Section 7 of this report denlln~J with sectoral 
programmes, including irrigation. 

The \IFPE \1odel 

'l.26 The 'IFPE model Is simple and t!ffective. During RDP-1! It comprised two main 
operational elements - (al a three-year period oi schoollng for young children from the 
age of 8 years, and (b) a two-year period of schooling for older children between the 
ages of II and 16 years in "KK' (Kishor Kishoree - or Primary Education for Older 
Children, PEOC} schools. All schools are expected to enrol 30 chrldren each. 

4.27 BRAC Is already tnuoduclng changes in the NFPE. model responding both to 
parents' wishes and to the results oi its own mooitormg and evaluation work. For 
example, in the future the duration of KK schooling will be extended to three years per 
student. This Is because older children show higher drop-out rates once they pass Into 
government schools. There Is little thee BRAC can do about this in the short tenn 
except to ensure tbat older children can complete primary schooling In KK schools as 
an insurance policy In case they do subsequently drop out from government schools. 
Moreover, field investigations during the appraisal showed that there Is widespread and 
suoog demand for extending the penod of schooling both in regular and KK schools
the single most common answer from parents to questions about what BRAC could do 
tO Improve its educational services. Secondly, the time allocated for teacher training 
is reportedly befog Increased from 13 days to 16 days (including travel time). 

4.28 In appraising the RDP- m proposal, the malo questions surrounding tbe NFPE 
component relate not to the operational model Itself but to how the request for support 
under RDP-ill nts with tbe much larger overall expansion plans and tbe question of 
O'alning workload, its current reliance on TARCs, and the timing of plans to establish 
NfPE's own distinct training capacity. These issues are taken up in Section 7 of this 
report. 

The Serlculture Model 

4.29 The serlcultuce mod.el is still actively being developed. moving progressively 
upwards through tbe production and marketing chain. At present the maln fields of 
activity are in establishing roadside plantations, cocoon-rearing, reeUng yam and 
weaving. The next steps ln BRAC's strategy Include silkworm egg production (to make 

' the model less dependent on the Bangladesh Sericulture Board), bush plantations, cocoon 
drying units, yam twisting, and power loom weaving. further backing will be provided 
by new serfculture training cenues and the establlsbrnent of a full-scale Marketing Unit. 

Health and Family Planning 

4.30 BRAC has long experience In the bealtb field, both through operational activities 
and through Its research work. The effectiveness of Its work Is Ulusuated by the 
numbers of BRAC members who have commltted to memory the procedures for oral 
rehydration therapy. Nevertheless, the BRAC model Is still evolving and developing. 
Its principal programme at present is the Women's Health Development Programme 



(WHOP} which ls separately funded and not included in the RDP-lfl proposal. In some 
RDP area5 there is also a primary health care programme (PHC) relying on para
professional community health workers. Two aspects of the evolution of BRAC's model 
for health services are of relevance to RDP-111. First, the RDP-111 proposal Includes a 
modest new component focusing on family planning, with a target co Increase the 
prevalence or contraceptive use from 30% to 50% in the areas covered. (Fam1fy 
planning could become a sigmf!cant field of new growth In BRAC operational activities 
In the future.) Secondly, in June 1994 - the mid point of RDP-lll - IL Is planned to 
merge WHOP with RDP. 

-1.31 With no advance knowledge of the Inclusion oi a health and family planning 
component the appraisal had no specialist expertise available to look Into the proposals. 
Given the significance of the likely evolutionary changes In BRAC's models and 
programmes in this field, as outlined above, future reviews and evaluations should 
Incorporate such expertise. 

The IGVGO Model 

4.32 BRAC's supply of ancillary development assistance to the food-assisted 
Vulnerable Groups Development programme (VGD) did not Involve the creation of a new 
model but rather the adaptation of Its existing model for poultry rearing among the 
rural poor, including vaccination, credit and other supply and support services. As the 
ROP-m proposal states, IGVGD Is an Important programme from two main perspectives. 
For the Ministry of Relief (MR) and the food donors BRAC's work Is important because 
It overcomes tbe limitations of the temporary supply of food aid alone. For BRAC it 
is of interest because the VGD programme Is known to reach exclusively a very large 
number of destitute women (in the order of 500,000 throughout the country) who 
represent the absolute poorest of the rural poor. 

4.33 The summary comments of the appraisal on the IGVGO model relate not to any 
shortcomings of the BRAC part of the model but rather to the design of the VGD 
programme with which BRAC Is collaborating. There are already some Upazllas where 
lGVGD Is in operation but In which ROP/RCP Is not. On the other hand, there are some 
ROP/RCP areas In which IGVGD cannot operate. The reason is the method of 
beneficiary selection. The maln need Is for BRAC to strengthen its policy dialogue with 
the food donors and the concerned government agencies (the MR, MLGRO&C, and the 
Department of Livestock Services) to Introduce a beneficiary selection system In 
Upazilas with relatively low beneficiary quotas in such a way as to permit the formation 
of groups of women living close to each other, hence co pennit the application of the 
lGVGD model. ' 

Scale of the Prooosed Expansion 

4.34 The judgement of the appraisal is that the scale of ROP-III Is over-ambitious. 
Speclflcally, the race of expaosioo envisaged- both in aggregate terms but particularly 
within some components of the programme is very fast. Examples of the ambitiousness 
different components of the proposal are presented In Table 4.1 below, in absolute terms 
and in equivalent compound growth rates during the RDP-IU period. 



TABLE 1.1: Examoles of Proposed Growth TargetS for 1993-95 

E:~pecced Target for Average 
Component Posicion 1995 Annual 

at end of 1992 Growth(%) 

RDP/RCP Oif!ces 140 255 22.1 
Poultry (Key Rearersl 150.000 190,000 8.2 
Livestock (Cow & Goat Rearersl 75,000 107,500 12.7 
Fishenes (Carp & Sorpuu Ponds) 22,500 36,600 17.6 
Silk Production (MT) 5 97 168.7 
Silk Productton (Rearers) 2,500 20,000 100.0 
NFPE (Overall No. Schools) 12,000 50,000 60.9 
NFPE (RDP No. Schools) 6,183 15,183 3•1.9 

Source: BRAC - (RDP-ITI Proposal and NFPE Programme) 

4.35 The analysis behind the judgement of over-ambitiousness Is contained In the body 
of this report. It is ooc only a macter of the growth - and growth rates - themselves. 
(In particular, growth rates can be misleading wben stardng bases are small as, for 
example, in sericulture.) Other factors Include the state of development of tbe models 
for different componentS, as discussed above, the supply of experienced, well-rounded 
field managers (see Section 10) and the training implications of growth in different 
components (see Section 9). For th.e purposes of this overview, one of the key Issues Is 
expansion In the number of RDP/RCP Ofrlces. The 22.1% average annual growth shown 
In Table 4.1 Includes a doubling of the number of Offices opened each year In tbe space 
of just one year - from the current RDP-11 rate of 20 Offlces per year co 40 Offices per 
year in 1994 and 1995. 

4.36 Recommended rate of mwth In RDP/RCP Offices The recommended expansion 
Ln the number of new RDP Offices over the three-year period of RDP-m is 95 rather 
than the 115 as proposed by BRAC. The recommended pattern of expansion is shown 
Ln Table 4.2 below. 

TABLE 4.2: Comoarlson of Prooosed and Recommended Oft'!ce Expansion Plans 

Proposed Recommeoded 

New RDP Total RDP/RCP New RDP Total RDP/RCP 

1993 35 175 25 165 
1994 40 215 30 195 
1995 40 255 40 235 

Total lLS 255 95 235 



5. KEY ISSUFS AND CHALLENGES FOR FUTURE GROWfH 

5.1 The appraisal has Identified seven main Issues and challenges that BR.-\C must 
confront simultaneously w&th coocmued growth. All of them have been raised wtth 
sentor BRAC managers. They are also all factors which have been taken into account 
tn puttLil.q forward the recommended slower rate oi e."<panston ln numbers oi new RDP 
Offices during RDP-111. While questions remain about the degree of difficulty 
associated with each of the seven issues and the tune It may take to deal with them, 
BRAC recognises all of them as important. In summary, the main issues and challenges 
are: 

• lnsututlon-Bulldlng at the Local Level 
.. Training for Institution-Building 
+ Tralnlng Capacjcy and Throughput 
• Credle Portfolio Management 
* Management of and Techntcal Support to Collective Loans 
• Management Experience at the Field Level 
• Management Development 

!nstltutiop-Buildigg 

5.2 Between Head Office (HO) and the field there are differences in perception and 
appreciation of the importance- and of the meaning- of helping VOs to become secure, 
well-rooted lnsdtut!oos with their own sense of ldentlt:y and their own commitment to 
continuation and further development. HO senior management and most Regional 
Managers recognise the lmport:ance of this difficult aspect of BRAC's work. These 
senior managers also represent BRAC's own Institutional memory of the time when help 
In Institution-building among the membership was one of the principle services BRAC 
could offer. At the field level there are significant numbers of newer staff whose 
experience of BRAC has been based on a wider range of highly practical forms of 
assistance and support to the membership. The rapid expansi.on of this practical 
assistance bas meaat that most field staff are so busy with credit-based and technical 
work that their perceptions of instiwtlon-building tend to focus on creating VOs as 
efficient organisations for the receipt of BRAe's savings and credit services lncludiQg 
the development of viable, sustainable income-generating activities among members. 
The Issue now Is to re-establish a better balance between the two types of work. 

Tralnlng for lnstltutfon-Bulldlog 

5.3 BRAC recognises the need to re-emphaslse its lnstltutlon-building work. indeed, 
it has already begun to do so among 60 Area Offices. But in pursuit of this policy thrust 
there Is more work to be done In the following areas: 

I) taking s1:ock of staff skills and needs In this complex area (In terms of the 
process or Institution-building as well as the actual work content); 

til refining current training programmes to respond to these needs among 
Staff; 



iii) developing methods and mechanisms for monitoring the utilisation and 
effectiveness of training, both among staff and among the membership 10 

VOs. 

Training Capaqtv and Throughout 

5...t The 1990 Annual RevLew drew attenuon to the emergence of a backlog in the 
physical facilities for training in relatJon to the e~pansion oi training targets. 
Nevertheless, training achievements that year exceeded the target. Since then, the 
backlog In physical facilities has not been overcome. The delay of about one year in the 
construction of the new TARC at Comilla, for example, has had to be compensated for 
by the use of the new Rajendrapur Management Training Centre partly for T ARC 
training. Stlll, this backlog has not shown Itself In any shortfall In training throughput. 
Against a nominal TARC capacity of 94,802 participant-days (p-d) In 1991, actual 
throughput was reported as 120,524 p-d- some 27% greater. The backlog Instead seems 
to have put greater strain on the traming staff in existing facilities. 

5.5 BRAC's own planning system for calculating training capacLty assumes 21 
training days per trainer per month. In practice, appraisal neld investigations suggest 
that 24-26 training days per month has been more typical in recent months. Moreover, 
working days of 12-14 hours are commonly reported by training staff. Morale among 
trainers remains high. Nevertheless, trainer fatigue Is Inevitable and tllls could affect 
quality If the scraln persists. Another factor which could affect quality Is the speed 
with which new trainers are being expected to take full responsibility. BRAC's official 
policy Is that new trainers should go through a learning period with existing trainlng 
staff for a perLod of three months before undertaking full responslblllcy for training 
BRAC members and six months before being fully responsible for staff traln.!ng courses. 
Appraisal fieldwork bas revealed that some new trainers are being expected to become 
fully-fledged as rapldly as one month after being selected as trainers. 

5.6 The RDP-rn p.roposal Includes plans to set up slx new mini-TARCs, each with 
capacity for 50 trainees (half that of the existing T ARCs). Recognising the need for 
careful phasing of new facilities In advance of needs, the proposal shows the 
establishment or three new mini-TARCs In 1993 and the rest In 1994. Indeed, the 
proposal expects the first batch to be operational by January 1993 followed by the 
second batch one year later. 11 But glven that each wW take not less than nine 
months to build It Is already too late fo.r the first set of three to be in place by the 
target date. Renting facUlties might be possible but It Is likely to be more difficult to 
find satisfactory buildings for, T ARC purposes than for RDP Offices and staff housing. 
There Is a real risk of a continuation - possibly even an e;(acerbatlon - of the backlog. 

Credit Portfolio Management 

5.7 Notwithstanding the earller reference to the focus of field managers and thelr 
staff on credit-base<! activities, the reporting, analysis and utilisation of information on 
the credit portfolto are In need of further development. BRAC recognises this and has 
already begun to introduce Improvements. Further steps that should be taken include 
a revised system for analysing the portfolio quality based on Aging by Account 

11 RDP-rtl Proposal, page 37 



techniques. This could be rntroduced qurte raprdly at HO level. But the underlying need 
is to devolve greater resporlSibillty chan at present for loan quality management down 
to the Area/Branch level. Here, the aim should be for thorough trend reportrng and 
ratio analysis to be the reference points for field management decisions. And It will 
take time, rncluding training, to give Area/Branch Managers sufficient familiarity w1th 
the Improved analytical system to be able to use it for this pur,>ose. 

Management of and Technical Suoporr co Collective Loans 

5.8 In the current portfollo, deep tube-wells (DTW) account for the great maJOrity 
of collective loans, with lending for power tillers accounting for most of the remaintng 
minority. BRAC's experience has shown that DTWs are subject to three main adverse 
issues and risks: 

I) operational issues affectlng performance and profitability, Including 
difficulties in reaching optimum command areas; the efficiency of water 
management; yields and the reporting of yields; social status Issues; and 
competition from shallow cube-wells; 

II) the uneven and unreliable patterns of cash returns to DTW 10vescments, 
leading at best to irregularity in credit repayment and at worst to 
unreliability in repayments; 

Ull lnsdtudonal Issues wlthm VOs - especially ln view of the larger size of 
VO required - affecting group cohesiveness and In turn the strength of 
credit responsibility among individual group members; 

5.9 These issues renect back onto BRAC In two maio ways. F'irst, there is a need 
for technical support services tallored to overcome or minimise the operational 
dlfflculdes sununartsed above. BRAC does already provide such support services. But 
they appear to be In need of strengthening In the Interests of the VOs and their 
members as well as to permit healthy credit perfonnance in the portfolio. Secondly, 
the cash now patterns and Institutional Issues call for greater and more specific care 
In credit portfoLio management for collective loans. 

5.10 In response to these issues, BRAC has begun by agreeing to scale back Its earlier 
plans to expand lending for lrtigadon. The target In the proposal document to include 
550 new DTWs In RDP-m will be completely withdrawn. instead, BRAC has agreed to 
lend for a maxJmum of 125 new DTWs before the removal of the subsidy on them In 
1992. With 642 DTWs In operation by March 1992, this will lead to a total of about 767 
schemes by the end of 1992 - a total which will not thereafter be exceeded. 

5.11 The next task ls to draw up plans for (a) bow to provide closer technical support 
to collective loans, and (b) how to put lo place the necessary credit management system 
and capacity. It would be inappropriate and in any case beyond the scope of the 
appraisal to specify lo detail what Is needed in these areas. BRAC has both the 
experience and capacity to draw up the necessary plans, which should be ln place well 
before the beginning of RDP-tn 



Management ElC!lerlence ac the Field Level 

5.12 With the embargo on government recruitment In recent years, the quality of new 
staff BRAC has been able to attract has probably been htgher than ever before. This 
young, able cadre of emerging managers Is a valuable resource for the future. Appraisal 
field work has led co the conclusion that they are proflctent as line managers, especially 
wh;hin the current framework for and emphasis on credit and savings activities. What 
this younger group of new managers tends to lack, however, is: 

!) adequate experience of BRAC's multi-faceted approach to rural 
development, particularly through the growing number of technical 
components in Its lending activities supplemented by NF?E, health and 
family planning, and para-legal services; 

lil adequate familiarity with the underlying concepts and processes of 
building sustainable rural institutions among the membership. 

5.13 This Is a specific factor urging caution on plans for expanding the number of new 
RDP Area OCCices. At the end of February 1992 BRAC's staffing records showed that 
RDP employed some 208 POs at Level V1 and VII. Of these, 51 were acting as POs-in
cbarge of Area Offices. This means that over half of all RDP Offices were being 
managed by staff who bad not been fully promoted to Area Manager. Am.ong these 51 
POs-in-cbarge, there were 15 (just under 30%) who had less than three years experience 
working with BRAC willie the same proportion had served between tbree and four years. 
In RCP the picture was somewhat different, with a smaller proportion of Branches being 
managed by POs-ln-charge (33%), of whom only 20% bad less than three years 
experience with BRAC, while 70% bad more than four years experlence. 12 

Management Develooment 

5.14 To Its credit, BRAC has recognised the need for management development and 
has begun to build an in-bouse capacity to train its own managers as weU as to offer a 
similar service to outside agendes. The Management Development Programme (MOP) 
Is far from being fully operational, however. There are two fundamental constraints at 
present. First, MDP is only just beginning to identlfy and select potential ·faculty 
members' (a full-time core training team) from existing BRAC starr. Even when It has 
done so, some of these faculty members will themselves probably need tralnlng In 
management development - possibly including relatively lengthy overseas training. 
Secondly, MDP still bas mucb to do to develop and renne Its curriculum and tralning 
material. At present., tbe thrust and content or MDP training Is restricted mainly to 
the practical implementadon or BRAC's field programmes and their associated systems 
and procedures. As such, MDP could more accurately be characterised as providing 
training in the management of specific rural development programmes - in other words, 
as a Development Management Ptogramme - rather than covering the far broader 
generic neld of management development. 

12 See nlso Section I 0. Table 10.1 



5.15 The tmportance of pushing ahead as raptdly as posstble to make MOP fully 
operational derives not only from BRAC's original perception of the need for 
management training. Some of the issues and challenges for the future outlined above 
(and dl.scussed in more detail throughout this report and Its anne~es) as confronting 
BRAC as a whole will have specific tr11in1ng imptlcatlons for MDP. Among them wlll 
be the need for tralning In Institution-building; new analytical monitoring systems and 
their udllsatlon tn credit portfolio management; and perhaps the specific management 
of collective loans. The fact that It does not yet have the capacity to respond in these 
areas Is another factor urging caution In plans for expansion. 

' 



6. lNSTITtrrlONAL DEVELOPMENT AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

The Rationale fgr lnstlcucion-Bullding Work 

6.1 Throughout BRAC's history its role in lnstituttonal development at the local level 
has been the source of much internal debate linked to its composite objective of poverty 
alleviation and empowerment. In simple terms, the debate has ranged between which 
of the two components of the composite obJect.ive has been seen as the more important 
scan;Jng point as summarised below: 

i) Empowerment leading to poverty alleviation - Thts view holds that the 
rural poor can be empowered through building up VOs. These 
organisations can then negotiate - or renegotiate - production relat:Jons 
at the local level and the dlstrabut1on of and access to economtc, soc1al, 
cultural and political resources. This In turn will lead to poverty 
alleviation. 

ii) Poverty alleviation leading to empowerment - In this view, the rationale 
for VO formation Is the development of ·receiving mechanisms' for the 
supply of education, training, credit, technical advice, health and other 
services directly targeted at the membership. The udllsatlon of these 
forms of external assistance leads to higher incomes and greater security 
among the poor. In turn, they are empowered and better-equipped to look 
after their own interests in the future. 

6.2 The evolution of BRAC and its programmes over the past 14 years - from the 
days of che Outreach Programme (1978-86) to the beginnings of the RDP model In 1987 
- has shown a significant shift from the first co the second approach summarised above. 
Nevertheless, BRAC has at no time explicitly or formally subscribed to either of the 
approaches to the exclusion of the other. In retaining Its composite objeccive - and in 
the design of its operational programmes - it bas instead recognised the necessity of 
direct action on both fronts; to develop local institutions and to channel assistance to 
them. 

Assessment of BRAC's Current Work in Institutional Develooment 

6.3 In practice- especially, it seems, over the past three or four years - Institutional 
development has not kept pace with BRAC's work and progress on other froncs. One 
reflection of this is the impressionistic information gaJned during the appraisal from 
experienced BRAC staff at all levels that the amount of time spent on Institutional 
development Issues in field work and during staff meetings has declined progressively 
from the Outreach period through RDP-1, RDP-U and RCP. 13 There are three main 
inter-related reasons for this: 

ll the rapid pace of expansion In membership, together with credit and 
savings activities; 

13 
For a detailed presentation of this information. Sei! Annex 2 



li) the conc<>mltant expansion in staff numbers, especially staff needed to 
Implement credit-dnven actiVIties; 

iii) the inherent difficulty m monitoring Institutional development. 

6.4 Expansion In membership and operational actlvftfes BRAC's membership 
increased by approximately 60% over the two-year period to the end of 1991. This is 
an Impressive achievement. But It has been fuelled by tbe availability or credit and by 
targets for the development of RCP as a self-supporting credit service. The result, 
judging from appraisal field work, ts t.hat there Is a tendency cowards a formulisrfc 
approach which has emphasised the creation of VOs as organisations at cbe expense of 
promoting, guiding and supporting rural institutions In their own rlght. In other words, 
the expansionary, target-oriented approach has been driven and directed by BRAC and 
Its staff rather than by the villagers themselves. 

6.5 By and large, BRAC members seem to have responded well to this approach -
certainly in terms of credit discipline at the aggregate level. This Is hardly surprising 
among new members with no experience of BRAC's earlier work. But the Impression 
ls of YO monthly issues meeungs having become rituals; of their ageodes being 
predetermined; and of their proceedings being dictated more by BRAC staff than by the 
membership. field visits during the appraisal have revealed that: 

i) the weekly meetings conducted by GSs focus primarily on savings and 
credit matters; 

U) the monthly Issues meetings are conducted by the PO acting as teacher 
rather than facilitator; 

Ui) VOs generally cend not to conduce meetings spontaneously or 
Independently, nor do they maintain records of meetings; 

iv) YO members perceive their accountability es being principally co BRAC 
rather than to them.aelves collectively. 

6.6 This suggests a blgb degree of VO dependency on BRAC. And If It were to 
continue, cbe prospects of VOs taking initiatives themselves on a wider front than 
responding co credit would decline still further. rn turo, the development of VOs as 
true, well-rooted rural institutions which are sustainable because their members have 
confidence In them could be jeopardlsed. 

' 
6.7 Caoaclty of field staff BRAC's field staff are enthusiastic and well-motivated. 
But owing co the pace of expansion many of them are relatively young and 
Inexperienced. There are clear differences between staff who began as POs during the 
Outreach Programme and those wbo bave joined since the beglonlng of RDP-11. The 
more seasoned, experienced staff are able co respond co unforeseen slruatlons more 
readily. Younger staff tend to apply a standard approach based on their training in the 
BRAC model and procedures. This ls largely successful In the setting up of VOs as 
credit-receiving organisations. It does not, however, give them the capadcy to help the 
membership through the process of l.nstltutlon-bullding. 



6.8 One specific example of che difference in perceptton and approach between 
longrr-serving and new stafi Is in the1r inter;>retauon of sustajnability. ;-;ew starr tend 
to understand the concept of sustain.ab1llty stmplisucally in terms of the ability and 
pt!rformance of VOs 10 meeting their credh obligatiOns. This is likely to be remforced 
as financial sustainabllity criteria are applied stringently to more and rnore VOs as their 
RDP Offices are converted into RC? Branches. On the other hand, staff with 
t!Xperlence of the Outreach Programme (whether they are working in ROP or RCPl see 
sustatnabllity m more qualitative terms oi orgamsat1onal marunty, group cohesiveness, 
the sharmg of Interests and responsibilities, spontaneity, willingness to take the 
1n1uauve. and msutuuonal self -reliance. 

6.9 The dirficultv of momtonng Institutional development The inherent difficulty 
of monitoring Institutional development is an Indirect reason for it to be lagg1ng behind 
BRAC's work on other fronts. The underlying problem Is that the monttormg of 
progrc.o;s In Institutional development- espedally In terms of such concepts as maturity 
and cohesiveness mentioned above -relies on qualitative Judgements and indlcacors. In 
cont.rasc, credit and savings activities lend themselves to numerical indicators for which 
data can be both collected and analysed more easily. 

6.10 To its credit, BRAC Is ahead or most other rural development organisauons in 
Bangladesh in trying to monitor Its institution-building worlt. But of the 20 indicators 
it currently uses more than half are stnlightforward numerical jndices related to credit 
and savings; child immunisation; numbers of meetings held and their attendance rates 
and the like. Most of the others are simple factual records such as the completion of 
training; the preparation of quarterly reports: and keeping resolution books and 
passbooks up to date. At best they can be regarded as prolQ' indicators of Institutional 
development (though with the focus on VO discipline for savings and credit activities 
even this proxy value Is likely co be eroded n time). :-lone of them throws any direct 
light on sucb qualitative Issues as organiSational matlllicy, group cohesiveness, 
solidarity, social action, awareness, confidence or, Indeed, social change. 

6.11 Because It Is so difficult to define and collect infonnatlon on progress In 
Institution-building It Is also obviously dUflcult to provide feedback to fie ld staff and 
to guide them when Improvements are needed. In turn, the lack of feedback has 
probably contributed to the trend for institution-building to become less prominent at 
the field level and as a management issue. 

Re=emohasislng Institutional Develooment 

6. 12 BRAC clearly recognizes that the imperatives of credit management, combined 
with heavy workloads and uncertainty both about the concept or Institutional 
sustalnablllty and how to promote and pursue It, has created an imbalance. BRAC has 
conflnned Its intentions co redress this imbalance and to re-empha.slse Its institution 
bulldlng efforts. Indeed, as noted in Section 5, It is understood that new work on this 
front has already begun In 60 RDP Areas. Wbat is less clear is how this work is being 
pursued, to what extent It Is based oo the long and rich e;q>erlence that BRAC has 
acquired, or what BRAC expects the outcome to be. Moreover, the RDP-lll proposal 
does not reflect BRAC's analysis of the issue nor does It articulate a strategy or clearly 
project forward into RDP-111 the cost of the work that has begun. 



6.13 On the other hand, the RDP-111 proposal clearly indicates an Intention to press 
ahead wilh the formation of VO federations at Union level. Th1s is apparently a 
renection of the work of the in-house Task Force on this Issue. Yet In practice, there 
Is at best equivocality ac senior levels about the promoLion or active formation of 
federations. The appraisal shares this equlvocallcy - not least because the concept of 
federations as predetermined models begs the question or what VOs might want for 
themselves. 

6.14 In the long run, the promotion of VOs as well-rooted institutions could well lead 
to the crear:~on of w1der lnteracr:Jve networks among them, poss1bly Including the 
development of higher levels of orgamsacton. Only time and careful support- with the 
Interests of VOs and their members as the basic building blocks of rural Institutions 
uppermost- will reveal what form such networks and supra-village strUctures may take. 
BRAC bas the Inherent capacity to catalyse and facilitate this process. It Is already 
proposing to do so by lnltlatlng an experimental dialogue with VO leaders at Union level 
to assess their priorities and to explore ways or encouraging them to give thought to 
Issues above those confronting Individual VOs. 

6.15 The appraisal recognizes that of any agency in Bangladesh, BRAC's own 
experience and lnstltutlonal memory should be adequate guides to chart a course for the 
re-emphasis of instltucion-build!ng. Dunng the course of the appraisal, senior BRAC 
managers have responded positJvely to the Idea of drawing on the rich history of 
Manikganj as a centre for people-to-people exchange of information and experience. 
This would be a BRAC-speclfic example of what is known as 'alternative training'. As 
yet It Is premature to spell our. exa.ctly how this could be put Into practice or how much 
It would cost. But BRAC has agreed to build on the Idea, at first on a pilot basis. 

6.16 Discussions with senior management have also led to a proposal to deploy a 
support unit of senlor Level VII POs at the regional level to traln and back-stop POs as 
lll!tltut.lonal development facilltators based at RDP Area Offices, RCP POs, and GSs. 
These senior resource staff would also be responsible for momtoring progress in 
lnstitutlon-buUdlng. The senior POs (previously functional Education regional 
supervisors under RDP D), would be based at the TARCs, giving new meaning to the 
term ·resource centre' In their titles. In regions not yet covered easlly by aT ARC, they 
would be based at the regional RDP offices. Each senior PO would be responsible for 
five Area/Branch Offices. 

6.17 The work of the proposed new network of POs as lnstltutlon-bulld!ng facilitators 
could include organizing worf51lops for sub-group leaders of VOs on a perlodlc basis, 
probably quarterly, accordlng to interest and demand. These workshops could also raise 
wider local and institutional issues and follow up on VO action plans. BRAC plans to 
extend this model over the four yean of RDP plus two yean~ under RCP. It llas also 
agreed to cake stock of experience as this process works it way through from RDP to 
a sceadlly growing and aging number of RCP branches. It should be noted that as 
evidence of BRAC's own recognition of the need to bolster Its Institution-building 
efforts, It has allocated, as of January 1992, specific responslbll!cy for Institutional 
development to one of the three POs in eacll RDP Area Office. These are the Area 
ornce staff who would be worklng directly with the senior POs at the regional level. 



6.18 lnstltution-bu!lding jn RCP It wlll always be difficult to predict the pattern and 
pace with which institutional development will take place - not least because It will 
probably vary among VOs. Moreover, as the earlier analysts of BRAC's current work 
has indicated, the cohorts of younger, less e:cperlenced staff will themselves need tfme 
to develop an understanding of the !nsdtutlon-buildlng process. In view of these 
uncertainties, the appraisal recommends that BRAC's future work In this field should 
not be subject co the same predetermined time targets such as the · -1+2' model for 
progression from RDP to RCP. What Is Important In RCP Branches is that the savings 
and credit operations should be self-sustainable. Culdance and support from BRAC to 
RCP VOs In institution-building may be needed well beyond two years after the 
transition. If so, BRAC must decide whether this support should be provided as a social 
service, or as part of the self-sustaining credit service. In the former case It would 
have co be separately funded - by donors or by BRAC's own income. 

6. 19 lmtlally senior managers would have to draw on their experience to guide and 
advise this new lnltlat!ve. In curn, they would need to be fully informed of the lessons 
learned, which could have a significant effect on the future development of BRAC 
programmes. This highlights the need for thorough process documentatlon, a monitoring 
technique of which BRAC is aware, but has not extensively used so far. It Is 
recommended that process documentatlon be built into all activities as pare of the 
Institutional support Strategy. 

6.20 The cost of these lnstltudon-building activities Is estimated at about Tk..l50,000 
(US$3,250) per Area/Branch In 1993. This support is budgeted for Year 4 Ofrices In 
RDP and Year 5 and 6 Branches in RCP. 

' 



7. SECTORAL PROGRAMMES 

Overview 

7 .I BRAC's innovative and comprehensive sectoral programmes promote vertical 
Integration within each sector by facJ!ltatmg the supply of mputs, intermediate 
processing (e.g. silk reeling and weaving ir. the Sericuiture Programme), and direct 
access to markets (e.g. egg collectors in the Poultry Programme). F'ew other 
organizations within (or outside) Bangladesh have matched the scale of BRAC in 
promoting Income generation programmes that combine credit with skills trammg and 
technical assistance from specialist staff. Continued growth and development of the 
sectoral programmes is particularly important ln the context of BRAC's credit service, 
given their role In promoting new, incremental Income for the rural landless. This pre
empts the risk of credit saturating such activities as rural trading. 

7.2 BRAC proposes significant expansion of Its sectoral programmes during RDP-III, 
particularly in sericulture. While the programmes have made impressive gains in 
refining their strategies and in reaching large numbers of people during RDP-ll, several 
challenges remain and should be dealt with as soon as possible to ensure programme 
effectiveness and longer-term suscainability. The appraisal recommends that the rate 
of expansion of the sectoral programmes be modified in line with the recommended rate 
of expansion of RDP as a whole and that BRAC address the Issues raised below in this 
section of the report dealing with each of t.he programmes and their ancillary support 
services. 

Accompllshmencs to Date 

7.3 BRAC's sectoral support programmes are central to Its objective of economic 
empowerment of landless groups. The programmes have achieved broad outreach and 
scale and have played an important role in supporting credit by promoting higher-level 
and vertically integrated activities that Increase effective demand. This Is an 
important aspect of credit programmes that increase in scale as It helps to prevent 
market saturation and offers members an alternative to trade. BRAC Is at the 
forefront In pursulng this approach, which addresses a problem facing most NGOs 
promoting minimalist credit as a poverty alleviation strategy. 

7.4 BRAG's lnstitutlon-bu!ldlng efforts are the foundation of its sectoral 
programmes, which operate through the VO structure. This base provides an 
organisational framework for the provision of ongoing training, technical advice, credit, 
and follow-up assistance to members. To date, the programmes have ach.leved broad 
outreach: of 120 Area Offices and Bank B.ranches in 1991, all of them had active 
poultry and livestock programmes; 49% bad fisheries programmes; and 71% had 
serlculture programmes. The number of BRAC members active within the sectoral 
programmes is also Impressive. In 1991 these sectoral programmes reached 
approximately 150,000 people or about one quarter of all BRAC members. The sectoral 
support programmes have been especially effective in reaching women, who comprise 
from 60% to 95% of all programme participants. 



7.5 Sectoral starr closely monitor their programmes in terms of the number and 
gender of participants, services delivered, and production achievements against targets. 
This provides a solid data base which demonstrates BRAC's ability to deliver services 
to large numbers of people withm its target group. The actual impact oi BRAC's 
sectoral programmes on incomes and employment is less well documented or understood. 
At present, the monitoring system does not provide information for cracking the quality 
of services provided, enterprise performance, or socio-economic impact on members and 
their households. RED studies have addressed the latter issue with respect to the credit 
and poultry programmes, showing positive effects. Moreover, the \lid-Term Evaluation 
(MTE) has round posttive economic returns for poultry programme partJCipants and good 
potential for income and employment effects in the senculture programme. However, 
more conststent attention to evaluatmg the quaiicy or servtces del1vered, rinancial 
returns, and socio-economic Impact is needed in the context of continued investment 
ln and expansion of the sectoral support programmes. 

AssP-'ISment of the RDP-1!1 Proposal for Sectoral Progrflmmes 

7.6 Poultrv and livestock BRAC's innovative poultry programme has been replicated 
on a broad scale during RDP-11 and It wlll expand Into all new Area Orrices and VOs 
during RDP-Ul. No change in the basic programme design Is anticipated. The livestock 
programme win expand at a comparable rare, with some modifications. Support for 
draught animals wUJ be eliminated, and cow rearers, Instead of one animal, will now 
have three - a milk cow, a beef cow for fattening, and a calf. 

7.7 to line with the rate of overall expansion agreed during the appraisal, BRAC will 
expand th.e poultry and livestock programmes Into 95 new RDP Area Offices, 
representing an annual average growth rate or 18% between 1993 and 1995. By the end 
of 1995, 125 branches will be under RDP and 110 branches under RCP. The cumulative 
number of programme participants would Increase from more than 163,000 in 1993 to 
just over 273,000 in 1995. Required Inputs would Include hiring and training 23 new 
skills POs and 115 new GSs. lt would also Involve training 291,500 new programme 
participants. The number of poultry loans disbursed each year will grow steadily, from 
a current base of 34,000 in 1991, to 55,000 in 1993 and 80,000 in 1995. The poultry and 
livestock programme. budget would l.naease from the 1991 level of Tk. 8.1 mllllon 
{estimated) to Tk. 16.4 million In 1993 and Tk. 26.7 million In 1995 {see Annex 3, Table 
5.8). 

7.8 Perhaps the most crlclC31 challenge for the poultry and Livestock programme 
during RDP-m will be malntainlJlg high quality training for new staff and clients. A 
second challenge will be lmp~ovlng the repayment rate on loans, especially livestock 
loans, which make up a disproportionate share of current delinquencies. A third 
challenge will be ensuring that the expansion into oew areas does not adversely affect 
programme operations and client follow-up in the older Offices and Branches. A related 
Issue is how the poultry and livestock programmes {as well as other seccoral 
programmes) wfll actually operate under RCP. This aspect of the RCP model still needs 
to be tested and reflned. Questions such as whether the programmes will be able to 
cover fuJI operating costs through the service charge sttuccure; whether the current 
standards of management and training can be maintained; and how new, Innovative 
programme components wlll be Introduced have yet to be answered. 



7.9 Fisheries BRAC's fisheries programme promotes small hatchenes, fish nurseries, 
semi-Intensive pond cul•ure, and leasing and restocking open water resources. During 
RDP-Ul BRAC will expand the first three components with funds requested from the 
Donor Consortium. IF.-\0 will support the latter. 

7.10 Under the fisheries programme, each participating Area Office develops a fish 
hatchery to supply spawn to fingerling nurseries. The nursertes, in turn, supply 
fingerlings to carp culture ponds operated by groups of VO members (mostly men). Thai 
Sorputi homestead ponds operated by individual VO members (mostly women); ro the 
government (as part of Its strategy to release fingerlings in the open water system 
throughout the country); and to other non-BRAC members. BRAC provtdes training, 
technical assistance, credit and follow-up support to VO members who control and 
manage each component. The nurseries and carp culture ponds are now quite well 
established components. The Thai Sorpuci ponds are relatively new. 

7.11 During RDP-111, BRAC will almost double the number of participating Area 
Offices and Bank Branches from 80 at the beginning of 1993 co 165 at the end of 1995. 
The total number of VO members engaged ln the fisheries programme will Increase from 
25,416 to 69,370 during the same period. Required inputs will include hiring and 
training 9 new Skill POs and 65 new GSs, as well as training 31,365 new programme 
participants. The annual budget will increase from Tk.l.7 million in 199L (estimated) 
to Tk. 5.2 mlll!on In 1993 and Tk.7.9 million in 1995 (see Annex 3, Table 5.12). 

7.12 A major challenge for fisheries programme staff during RDP-m will be in 
providing adequate training and follow-up to VO members who estabilsh household based 
Thai sorput1 ponds. This will be more labour-Lncensive than the other components (the 
number of Tbai sorputi producers will grow from 18,193 to 51,193). Close monitoring 
of the loan portfolio will also be required, as fisheries loans - Like Livestock loans 
referred to earlier -currently comprise a disproportionate share of dellnquencles. 
Delinquencies appear to be higher because many of the loans are collective. BRAC has 
recently changed Its lending policy to provide individual rather than collective loans for 
carp culture ponds. But the ponds are stlll collectively managed and the risks of 
collectlve management are likely to remain. To assist In the loan monitoring process, 
Skill POs should receive regular loan reports on their clients. Both the Skill POs and 
GSs need to focus attention on colle"ive management problems. They must also play 
a facilitating role In helping groups address these problems. 

7.13 Serlculture Through a comprehensive set of programme activities, BRAC aims 
to become a major player In Bangladesh's serlculture Lndusuy during RDP-UJ, as shown 
earlier In Table 4.1. BRAC 'Proposes to expand several existing componencs of the 
serlculcure programme (tree plantation, rearing silkworm cocoons, reeling yarn, and 
weaving fabric). 1n addition, it proposes to introduce several new components along the 
production, processing, and marketing chain including sUkwonn egg production: bush 
plantation; cocoon drying units; yarn twisting machines; decencrallsed reeling and 
weaving units owned and operated by VO members; power loom weaving; serlcull:ure 
training centres; and a full-scale marketing unit. 

7.14 The proposed growth targets and the scale of expansion are ambitious. Many of 
the new components are technically and organisationally complex. Some are also 
relatively caph:.a1-lntensive and have yet to be fully developed and tested. The proposed 
level of invescnent In sericulcure ls greater than any previous component of BRAC's 



credit programme. Under the currenc strategy, the number of Area Ofrtces and Bank 
Branches involved In the project would increase from a base of 104 ac the beginnmg of 
1993 to 219 in 1995. representing over 90% of all Area/Branch Offices. The number of 
participants would Increase from 39,500 to 123,800 during the same period (13,·100 of 
whom would receive training). The number of sericulture loans disbursed each year 
would increase from 2,750 in 1992, to 7,425 in 1993, and 28,880 In 1995. To carry our 
the expansion at the proposed level, BRAC would hire 75 new Skill POs, 200 new GSs, 
37 new speciahststaff. and 294 new support staff. Programme expenditures would Jump 
from Tk. 8 mlll!on In 1992 to n. 60 million in 1993 and Tk.l1 0 million In 1995 (see 
Annex 3, Table 5.15). 

7.15 Key challenges Include; 

i) ensuring a supply of eggs from the Bangladesh Serlculture Board; 

II) establishing ownership rights and maintenance of the trees; 

IIi) developing ond testing strategies for post-cocoon processing (drying, 
reeling, and weaving); 

iv) identifying BRAC's compecltive advantage in terms of 'productline'; and 

v) developing a marketing strategy. 

7.16 The most immediate problem, however, Is that BRAC has not clearly articulated 
Its plan for the programme nor how It will address these (and possibly other) challenges 
and risks. Nor is the current proposal backed up by a basic financial, technical, or 
management plan for the programme. 

7.17 Given the limited Information available to the appraisal on the proposed 
prograoune, BRAC bas agreed to develop a business plan as soon as possible. When this 
plan Is available, the Donor Consortium should commission a sector-specific appraisal 
of the programme as the basis for a final funding decision. This appraisal should include 
a serlculture expert with experience in running a successful community-based 
sericulrure programme and a finance/marketing expert familiar with the international 
silk market. The terms of reference for the serlculture program appraisal are included 
in Annex 3 (Appendix B). While delaying a final funding decision on tbe programme, this 
approach Is justified by Its Importance to BRAC, by tbe large number of BRAC 
members wbo would be involved, and by the level of funding requested. 

7.18 Soc! a I foresm and horticulture Under RDP-m BRAC will develop a new sectoral 
model and programme for social forestry and bortJculcure. Its aims are to Improve 
Incomes and nutrition; to increase supplies of fuelwood and building materials, and to 
reduce soli erosion through the promotion of village nurseries and vegetable cultlvatioo. 

7.19 The social forestry programme wUJ build on BRAC's experience In establishing 
mulberry nurseries. Tbe programme will train VO members (mostly women) to prepare 
nurseries and rals.e seedlings for sale on the open market, providing credit for the 
purchase of Inputs. Tbe horticulture programme will train VO members to cultivate 
vegetables and seedlings. ft wlll also offer credit to lease land and to purchase seeds, 
fertiliser and insecticide, band tube-wells, and fencing materials. To ensure seed 



supply, the programme will croin seed growers. Durtng RDP-111, BRAC will provide 
traimng and credit co approxsmatelv 26,000 \!0 members in all concerned :\rea Offices 
and Bank Branches. To this end, BRAC will hire and cram 12 new Skill POs and 30 new 
G&. (see Annex 3, Table 5.201 

i .20 Challenges for the programme will Include hiring and training staff; developing 
t.ralnsng capacity; Identifying appropriate land for lease: and assisting participants deal 
with che risks Inherent to agricultural acttvstses. 

i .21 Income Generation for Vulnenble Groyps De•·e!opment !IGVGD! IGVGD is a 
specsal BRAC programme that operateS outside the RDP structure. The programme 
consists or a comprehensive set or activities that are descrsbed elsewhere. l-1 In brief, 
IGVGD supplements a monthly food Income transfer co participants lprovtded by 
international food aid under the Vulnerable Groups Development programme and 
channelled through government) wtth an Income generation actlvl~y, modelled on 
BRAC'~ poultry programme. This enables beneficiaries co earn a monthly Income 
roughly equivalent co the value or tbe food wnen they leave the programme after a two
year period as a VGD 'card-holder'. One difference between thl$ and ocher ROP 
programmes is that it Is targeted on truly destttute women who constitute the poorest 
3% or Bangladesh sociecy. Another differer.ce Is that the programme operates at the 
Union level (rather than the Area Office level) In collaboration with the government's 
Department of Livestock and the Directorate of Relief and Rehabilitation. The VGD 
programme is also nationwide In Its coverage. Thus, the bulk of programme activities 
are ln non-RDP areas. The BRAC inputs are funded by the Donor Consortium In 
collaboration with the World rood Programme (through the Taka proceeds from the 
monetlsatlon or a portion of food aid). 

7.22 The programme currently operates ln 36 Upazllas. During RDP-111, the basic 
programme wlU phase out of 18 of these Upazllas and start up in 18 new Upazllas, thus 
maintaining the same scale (see Annex 3, Table 5.24). The basic programme structure 
will also remain unchanged, with the exception of two new components. The first wlll 
Involve contlnulng the revolving loan fund tn areas where the programme Is phased out. 
The second wil l include training IGVGD benerlclarles to prepare them for participat ion 
as VO members in 35 BRAC RDP Area Offices (this is In addition to the programme In 
36 Upazllas). Both or these new components will be supported by the World Food 
Programme outside the Donor Consortium. 

7.23 The 1992 RDP-0 MTE bas confirmed that the IGVGD programme offers good 
returns to participants at modest levels of Investment and risk; steady and quick cash 
flow; and an expanding market which is not yet saturated. It also offers women an 
opportunity to work close to their homesteads In an activity that Is compatible wit h 
other household obligations. The appral$al recommends continued support for the 
programme. Challenges for BRAC during RDP-UI will include the lntroducclon of the 
revised credit portfolio management system to provide informacion simJlar to that 
provided by ROP's loan reportS; uoderscandJn& more fully the looger-term effects of the 
programme on participants once the food entltlement ends and the programme Is phased 
out; and Integrating the VGD target group as BRAC members taking part In Its 
mainstream programmes. 

14 BRAC's Poultry Programme BRAC Oece'Tlber 1990. 



7.24 Irrigation BRAC's Involvement in lending for DTWs has been the subject of 
growing concern co the DoQOr Consortium. Two special studies have been undertaken 
over the past six months. 1 ::> Both have urged caution and have recommended special 
measures to be taken (a) co ma;omise the prospects for the operaoonal success of the 
schemes In the Interests of the concerned VOs, and (bl to improve the quality of chis 
component of the credit portfolio In tenns of recovery rates. 

7.25 The main issues surrounding DTWs have been summarised earlier in this report 
in terms of the adaptadon of the RDP/RCP model they require and the risks which 
surround them. 16 The appraisal has given pardcular attention to these issues in an 
effort to fonnulate a policy for the future acceptable both to BRAC and to the donors. 
Further analysis of BRAC's exposure to DTWs is provided In Appendix C of Annex 6 to 
this report. The result so far Is general agreement between the donors and BRAC on: 

i) the suspension or tending for OTW~ fottowing the removal of government 
subsidies on their supply price and following the commissioning of a 
maximum of 125 new schemes to which BRAC Is committed, bringing the 
total number of schemes co about 767; 

Ul the provision of a slgnlrlcantly higher loan loss reserve (LLRl to protect 
BRAC, Including Its members at large, from the financial risks associated 
wltb DTW loans; 

lil) the need for close credit management - both In respect of capital loans 
for DTWs and their associated operating loans; 

lv) the need for special plans to provide closer technical support to DTW 
schemes. 

7.26 Further negotiations between the DC and BRAC will be necessary (a) to confirm 
or refine the agreements outllned above, and (b) to examine plans for the provision of 
acdve technical support and an appropriate credit management system for DTWs. 
Special credit management measures for DTWs are discussed In the next section of this 
report (paras 8.15 - 8.20). 

Suwon; Services to Sectoral Programmes 

, 
1.Z7 The Rural Eoteror!se Pro!ect The Rural Enterprise Project experiments with 
lnnovadve technologies and oew buslness Ideas In support of RDP's sectoral 
programmes. Promlslng projeCts are tested on a pllot basis with VO membens and, if 
successful, they are integrated Into mainstream sectoraJ programmes. The sericulcure, 
social forestry, fisheries, irrigation, poultry and livestock programmes are all using 

15 D. Wright: Selei:tei:l Economic lnvestments by BRAC's Village Organisation Members. 
ODA, london. December 1991. 

Mott MacDonald: Issues Arising (rom the Proposed Rapid Expansion of the DTW 
Progrnmme. Dhaka. February 1992. 

16 See Section 4, para 4.25 and Section 5, paras 5.8 - 5.1 i. 



some technologies and Ideas developed by REP. During ROP-111, REP will continue to 
develop new opportumties for BRAC members througn a flexible pool of funds. Possible 
areas for experimentation Include poultry feed mllls and natchenes, apiculture, and food 
processing. The REP fund1ng request to the Donor Consortium will cover about half of 
Its tota l programme budget. BRAC anticipates that the other half - WhiCh will 
primanly mvolve agro-forestry actiVIties - will be covered by F'AO outside the Donor 
Consortium. 

7.28 The 1992 :VtTE of REP's achievements shows progress In several problem areas 
flagged by earlier reviews, lnclud1ng closer Integration with the mamstream sectoral 
programmes; maturation In terms of methodology and process In technology transfer; 
more even balance between technology on the one hand and organisation and 
management on the other; and a stronger field orientat!on. 17 Key challenges still 
facing REP Include: 

i) Maintaining strategic focus - Owing to the competence of REP staff 10 

project analysis, they are often called upon to undertake feasibility 
studies for RDP and RCP and to monitor the profitability of different 
activities In the portfolio (not just experimental projects). REP's plan co 
narrow its focus to fewer activities (5 to 6) and RDP's decision to hire 
two business specialists for each of Its mainstream sectoral programmes 
(described below) should reduce the demands on REP staff and help it to 
maintain strategic focus. 

II) Reducing staff turnover- Better reporting systems and communication 
links between REP field and HO staff could help to address this problem. 

IU) Coping with failure- However careful REP Is in developing new ideas and 
opportunities before recommending them generally to BRAC members, 
some will fall. REP, together with ROP and RCP needs to develop an 
operatlonal policy for turning over failed e:cperimentai projects rinanced 
by nonnal RDP/RCP loans. 

iv) Gender focus - REP should continue to give special attention to 
identifying and experimenting with new, non-traditional business activities 
for women (exempllfied by Its already successful work on rural 
res t.aurants). 

7.29 Prqposed Marketing Unit The RDP-£11 proposal includes the establishment or a 
marketing unit to service the producers of the income and employment generation 
activities (excluding serlculture, which will establish its own marketing unit). It would 
be staffed by a manager, marketing officer, researcher and three POs and would also 
use some local consultants. The unit would facilitate wider market links for products 
where there Is Limited local market demand. The purpose would be to maintain 
producer prices and promote expanded production. 

7.30 Appraisal of the proposed marketing unit suggests that, at least in the short run, 
there Ia ilmlted justlficatlon for establishing a separate unit. Sectoral programme staff 
do not anticipate a high degree of surplus production In the poultry, livestock and 

17 Sigvaldsen. Erland, "BRAC Mid-Term Evaluation: Income Generating Activities." 
February 1992. 



fisheries sectors in che near term. According co staff, local market demand for the 
products (with the poss1ble exception of rish from the Ox Bow Lakes project) Is high and 
local prices have not been adve.rsely affected by Increased production of poultry, eggs, 
meat, milk, or vegetables. 

7.31 Nonetheless, marketing bottlenecks may become a problem In the future as the 
programmes expand and the supply of products increases, so it will be important for 
BRAC to keep ahead of this Issue. To chis end, the appraisal recommends an alternative 
strategy of adding two business/marketing experts (one specialist and one PO) to each 
of the mainstream sectoral departments, giving them their own expertise in th1s area. 
BRAC has agreed to this alternative strategy, which will require about the same level 
of funding. This approach wll I have several advantages: 

il it wlll Integrate the marketing function more closely within each of the 
sectoral departments and make it a routine aspect of their work; 

iii departmental staff will develop a famlllaricy wtth markets specific to 
their sectors and a deeper understanding of longer-term market trends 
and opporrunltles; 

ill) It will help to ensure that the marketing support function Is not 
fragmented among programmes; 

tv) it w!U reduce the management burden associated with (a) creating an 
additional department, then (b) ensuring that it maintalned coordination 
and balance in its work with other departments. 

7.32 For these new staff positions, BRAC wlll consider recruiting men and women 
with general skills In business management and fl.nance, In addition to marketing. This 
will have the added benefit of st:rengthening the business side of the programmes and 
complementing the technical and organisational expertise of the current sectoral 
managers. They can work with sectoral programme staff to monitor tbe financial 
performance of client enterprises and to ensure that invescmencs generate returns 
sufficient to improve incomes and cover loan repayments. They can work with the 
Training Department to develop business skills training modules for both staff and 
clients. They can also oversee further development, implementation, and monitoring 
of the service charge system. 

Training 

7.33 Skills training Is a central compooeot of the sectoral programmes. Annex 4 to 
this report, dealing with training, identifies several Issues related to skills tralnlng. The 
most important Is that tbe current quality of the skills training may be compromised by 
tbe separation of the training from the TARCs (most sectoral training is conducted ln 
the Area Offices); by the limited availability of space for training ln the Area Offices; 
and by the heavy workload on tralning staff. To ensure successful expansion of the 
sectoral programmes under RDP-m, BRAC must give priority attention to this critical 
Issue. It should also ensure that the pace of expansion of the sectoral programmes Is 
kept in Line with Its capacity to maintaln high quality training. 



[he future oi the 5eqoral Programmes un<:er RCP 

7.34 It is sull too early to asses& the impact of the transition from RDP to RCP on 
the :;ectoral programmes. Withtn RCP, the programmes operate along the same lines 
as under RDP. Skill POs continue to work out of the Regional RDP or RCP Offices, 
wh1le GSs work out of the Branch Offices. Both carry out the same set of actlvitles. 
The primary distinction Is that, In theory, sectoral programme costs should be r.overed 
through service fee Income under RCP. 

i.JS The service charge concept is still new to BRAC. To date. all the sectoral 
programmes have introduced services charges, but it is not clear whether the amounts 
currently charged or the way In which they are recovered are appropnace. 18 

\ltoreover, BRAC has not yet analysed the !J!!! costs of operating the programmes (e.g. 
staff costs; Branch, Regional, and Head Ofrice operating costs; start-up costs of new 
sectoral activities; and operating losses). Because the concept and systems are still 
new, sectoral programme staff do not fully undel'3tand their importance or the 
implications of low recovery rates. Given the critical importance of service charges 
for the longer-term sustainabillcy of the sectoral programmes under RCP, BRAC should 
now g1ve priority co the further development of these systems as well as training staff 
to Implement them. It should also institute monlcorlng systems that can track sectoral 
programme costs at all levels as well as service fee recovery races at the Branch level 
for each of its programmes (see Annex 3, Appendix C). 

Credit Regulations and Management 

7.36 Credit Is discussed In deca11 In Section 8 and Annex 6 of this report. for the 
purposes of tlus section, two brief points on LSSues specific to the sectoral programmes 
are highlighted.. The first relateS to the Tk. 7,000 celliog on loan size. In many cases, 
the levels of Investment required for sectoral activities exceeds the current ceiling. 
Under these circumstances, BRAC either provides an advance to the client to top up a 
Tk.7,000 loan (e.g. mulberry sapUng growers) or provides loans oo groups who manage 
the entel'flrlse collectively (e.g fisheries and the proposed decentralized silk reeling 
units). Providing advances complicates management of the portfolio. On the ocher 
hand, lending to bigger groups Introduces an additional element of risk associated with 
collective management, as noted In relation to DTWs. To this end, BRAC should review 
Its policy with respect oo loan ceilings and may want to consider reintroducing medium 
term loans. 

7.37 The second point Is the Importance of involving sectoral programme field staff 
(POs and GSs) In the loan monitoring process. Sectoral staff should receive regular 
reportS on the status of borrowers participating In their programmes to provide an early 
warning .system for Identifying potential problems in their projects and to support the 
loan monitoring process. It would also not only provide Informacion for asses&ing 
effective credit demand within the context of their programmes (specifically, whether 
loan sizes and terms a.re appropriate) but also help co sharpen their credit analysis skills. 

18 Indeed. feedback from field staff (a) calls into question the feasibility and the likely 
effe<~ts of introducing service fee cbarges abruptly after tbe J•2 period • or at any time, 
and (b) suggest.s then consideration should be given to a more gradual phasing in of iees. 
as discussed in Section 8 of this ~pon. 



Non-Formal Prlmarv Education 

7.38 The appratsol endorses the positive conclusions of the Mid-Term Evaluation with 
respect to NFPE. Beyond this - and Irrespective of any success BRAC may have In 
mobilizing additional resources for funher growth In NFPE - the retention of this 
component in RDP-111 Is recommended for four main reasons, as oulllned below. 

7.39 Comolementanty NFPE Is an excellent complementary service to BRAC's other 
activities among rural communities. Experience so far has shown that the demand for 
education among BRAC's target group exceeds what can currently be met. Moreover, 
the NFPE model is both simple and haghly effective. In areas where BRAC is already 
operating, providing access to primary education to the children of members represents 
an amportant broadening of BRAC's ruraJ development work. In areas where BRAC has 
not yet opened up new RDP Offices, the advent of NFPE will promote group 
conscaousness among parents; It will help generate confidence in BRAC as a 
development agency; and In both these ways, It will probably be an effective pre-cursor 
of VO formation and savings and credit activities. 

7.40 Efficiency In training NFPE trair.ing Is currently blended In with other types of 
training In TARCs. This Is a major factor contributing to the strain In the training 
system. Nevertheless, training starr appreciate the diversity of courses they are 
expected to mount at different times. They say that this diversity also helps them to 
combat the fatigue they feel from their heavy workload and which would be more 
Intense If there were a narrower range of repetitive courses. This factor should be 
considered carefully by BRAC In Its future plans to set up a separate training capacity 
exclusive to NFPE. Thb could have the effect of asking both NFPE and malnstream 
tralners to over-specialise, with detrimental effects on both. 

7.41 Efficiency !n adminisg=acion Although NFPE is staffed with its own specialised 
POs and senior managers, at the field level It relies on the RDP and RCP Offices for 
admlnlst:ratlve services. This helps to keep down overheads and seems more efficient 
than setting up a separate administrative network. 

7.42 Donor Interest lt Is clear that NFPE fits very well with the development policies 
and priorities of some members of the Donor Consortium, while others assign higher 
priorities to different aspects of BRAC's work. This Is not surprising, nor is it a source 
of concern. Indeed, this diversity of BRAC actlvltles and donor Interests could be 
helpful in maintaining the cohesion of tbe Consortium. 

i 

7.43 There are, however, two critical Issues surrounding NFPE: 

I) Scale of NFPE exnansion In RDP-nt NFPE is the single most expensive 
component In the RDP-Ul proposal, accounting for nearly 35% of total 
costs. As such, and since NFPE comprises a large number of individual 
school$, It could be scaled back relatively easily according to whatever 
Umitatlons there may be in the availability of resources through the 
Dono.r Consortium. II there are moves to reduce the scale of NFPE In 
RDP-m the recommended approach Is to cut preferentially in the third 
year followed. if necessary, by cuts in the second year targets. Indeed, 
even in the context of a net reduction, It might be preferable to Impose 
stringent cuts In the second and third years, re-allocating some of those 
schools to the flr8t year target. Tb.is would have the effect of (a) helping 



BRAC ro adhere to its overall plans for NrPE expansion, whtle (b) gammg 
some time to be able to mobills~ the resources needed for this expansion 
for the mid-1990s and beyond. 

iii Training capacitv Where at present NFPE does rely heavily on the 
brooder capacity of BRAC Is in the supply of training services. BRAC 
reports that it has tncreased the durauon of baste teacher tratning from 
13 to 15 training days !or 16 days, includlng travel time!. This appears 
qui~e modest. Scaled up by the targeted number of schools withtn and 
beyond RDP-111, however, training capacity Is a potential bottleneck. This 
Is just one aspect of the crt tical Issue on training raised earlier in Section 
5 of this report and again In Section 9. 

7.44 BRAC should Ideally seek to channel any additional external support for NFPE 
through an expanded RDP Donor Consortium. Failing this, there must be adequate 
mechanisms to ensure that the design and costing of any Incremental expansion of NFPE 
takes into account the demands of the programme as a whole, including trainlng. 

Health and ramily Planning 

7.45 Owing to lack of advance knowledge, lack of expertise In the appraisal mission 
and lack of time, it has not been possible to appraise in detail the new health and family 
planning component In RDP-m. Nevertheless, based on BRAC's long experience In the 
health field and on the rationale and justification for this modest component (amounting 
to 1.34% of proposed costs) It Is recommended to be retained In RDP-m. This is 
consistent with the broad developmental role of RDP-111 as a whole, as suggested in the 
references above to the complementary role of NFPE In RDP. lt Is also conststent with 
the role of the Donor Consortium in providing the widest single source of support for 
BRAC's broadening and expanding operational programmes. 
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8. CREDIT SERVTCES 

Financial Vlabllltv in the Transition from RDP to RCP 

8. 1 RCP was designed to be a self -sustaining credit lnslitut!on that would be a 
permanent resource for VO members and allow RDP to move on and pursue its 
development work in new villages and areas through Its combination or awareness
raising, lnstltutlon-bulldtng, and enterprise development activities. In tum, th1s work 
would generate a stream of RDP Offices ready to be bought out by RCP, up to the 
target of 300 RCP Branches. So far, RCP has demonstrated Its ablllcy to cover the 
costs of credit dellvery. It has not yet, however, begun to absorb (a) interest on the 
BRAC Loan (the cost or funds), (b) the costs of continuing sectoral technical support 
and skills training for VO members, or (c) the costs of continuing institution-building 
activities for VOs. 

8.2 The need for greater ciarlcy on self-sufficiency Unfortunately, it Is not wholly 
clear how far the concepts of self-sustainablllty, self-sufficiency or viability can be
or are expected to be - applied to RCP. Given that RCP was designed to act as - or 
eventually tO become - a banking service it Is appropriate to consider the services it 
expects to deliver to its target group In relation to those typically offered by banks. 
BRAC itself has conststently accepted that there will be a continuing need among RCP 
VOs for technical training, advisory and support services in different sectoral activities 
and enterprises to help them to succeed and perhaps to grow. Some banks do offer such 
services. Even if they do, the first question Is whether they are as detailed, as 
comprehensive, hence as expensive as chose offered by BRAC to Its members? A 
second question is who pays for such services • the bank or Its clients? In more detail 
stiU, If RCP's clients are expected to pay for such se.rvices, should the responsibility for 
payment rest with VOs collectively or only with those individuals or sub-groups within 
VOs who decide that they need them? 

8.3 This appraisal, with the concurrence of BRAC, has added another service that 
should continue to be provided to RCP VOs, namely support to and facilitation of their 
development as well-rooted rural Institutions. Section 6 of this report has Indicated the 
likely cost of this service. Again the question is who should pay- should it be RCP out 
of its Income from lending (albeit an income derived from borrowers), or should It be 
directly by the clients? Alternatively, should BRAC as an institution- with or without 
external financial assistance- pay for the cost of continued Institution-building support 
as a social service not directly related to the financial viability of credit services and 
ancillary technical advice and training? 

8.4 In this context, especially In view of the significant numbers of RCP Branches 
which will be completing the 4+2 transitionary period during the course of RDP-m , 
BRAC should clearly define the meaning of self-sufficiency appUed to them. Having 
done so, performance targets and benchmarks must be Identified against which to 

measure RCP's success In achieving self-sufficiency, however defined. Similarly, since 
BRAC Is channelling donor funds to RCP Branches through activities managed both by 
RDP and RCP, these investments, their associated costs and the revenues derived from 
them should be allocated clearly to permit RCP's progress towards self-sufficiency to 



be assessed as accurately as possible. Based on this clarification It will in turn become 
possible to distinguish between services that are subsidised - in the sense of being 
covered wholly or partly, temporarily or permanently, from sources other than those 
that should pay for them -and tbose servtces, if any, that are provided free as a matter 
of policy or normative principle. 

8.5 Without adequate clarity on these Issues there Is a risk of misapprehension and 
confusion at all levels, from BRAC's members through its field staff and mana~ers to 
the Donor Consortium Itself. On the other hand, the definition of benchmarks and 
targets for self-sufficiency- Including those additional costs of reaching the rural poor 
that can be accommodated within self-sufficiency - followed by the collection and 
analysiS of bard Information on success rates wHI continue co justify BRAC's reputation 
for openness and transparency and wiU maintain its credlbU!ty among the Donor 
Consortium and beyond. 

8.6 Specific recommendations are to: 

I) specify the mechanics, both planning and financial, of the tr11nsiclon from 
RDP to RCP, particularly on sectoral programmes; 

ii) analyse and refine the financial model (the RCP Budget last revised 
November, 1991), the accuracy of assumptions in relation co actual 
experience, and the timetable for gradual evolution to complete self
sufficiency; 

Ul) maintain open communication with donors and with staff to ensure shared 
goats and realistic expectations at all levels. 

8. 7 Comprehensive accounting The RCP model and consolidated financial statements 
should be revised to refleCt all sources of revenues (Interest Income on loans, 
invesanent Interest Income, net margin on savings deposits, and service charge fees) and 
all expenses (operating costs, VO member tra!oing costS, technical assistance and skills 
support, and the cost of borrowing funds for on-lending). At present, RCP bears all the 
direct costs of credit delivery. The most recent projection (based on a 20% Interest 
rate) generates sufficient net operating profit to absorb additional costs. Specific 
recommendations include: 

I) each Branch should prepare a quarterly Income statement and balance 
sheet to Increase the Branch Manager's awareness of the cost and revenue 
implications of pon:folio and cash management decisions; 

10 these statements should emphasise br anch-level Income, eJq~enses and 
contribution to operating profit, rather than a full allocation of overhead 
costs to each branch; 



Ill) Head Office financial ~tatementS. however, should bt!gin co allocate ~be 
followmg costs to RCP: 

• wcerest on r.he BRAC loan: BRAC may charge 6% (a ra~e comparatile 
to that the Bangladesh Bank charges other banks) beginning In 1992 or 
1993; 

technical/skills supoon for VQ members: the cost recovery system will 
require RDP's sector programmes to charge RCP branches a fee for 
their services and will also require RCP to collect fees from members: 
these field-level cash flows should be reflected In RCP while Indirect 
costS should be allocated based on usage (though overhead. ·R&D', and 
start-up costS should remain In RDPl; 

~ Institution-building for new VQs and members: functional education for 
new BRAC members is a prerequisite to lending and, as long as new 
VOs are being formed or there Is turnover of membersh1p ln established 
Branches, should be viewed as a cost RCP; 19 

"' continued institut!on-bujldlng; The cost of continuing institution 
building activities should remain in RDP until a full 4-year cycle has 
been completed and the need for RCP-based institution-bull ding can be 
assessed (by the Ia te t 990sl. 

iv) although accurate cost allocation fulJy Informs management decisions, the 
nnanclal health of RCP must be preserved with a sufficient margin to 
protect It from unforeseen loan quality deterioration, cost Increases, or 
other adverse developments. 

8.8 Seryice fees in RCP Of the Issues and recommendations outlined above there Is 
one - the question of service fee charges to RCP VOs - which may need further 
consideration by BRAC as a matter of policy and as a possible further refinement of the 
RDP/RCP model. Field work undertaken during the appraisal suggestS that the abrupt 
introduction of fees for training and advisory provided by BRAC is not likely to be well 
received by VOs and their members. Field staff strongly and consisrem:ly felt that 
phasing in fees would be more acceptable and more realistic. lndeed, If fees were to 
be introduced from the earliest days of VQ formation - albeit heavily subsidised at the 
outset - they would be recognised by the members as inherently part of the BRAC 
model and package. Thereafter the subsidy could be gradually removed so that fees 
reached a level pennltting full cost recovery by, Ideally, Year 6 In the 4+2 model. 

19 Field observations have shown that some RCP Branches do sull form small num bees of 
new VOs. mainly to reach or to reStore the threshold of membership required. There is 
also turnovar among members, rates of up to 14% per annum having been observed at the 
Branch level. 



8.9 Financial olanning fn RCP RCP's road to self -sufficiency should be better 
plotted year by year with specific projected performance benchmarks or plans 
articulated by BRAC. Good financial planning and sound coot accounting will have 
several beneffts. A comprehensive spreadsheet would allow BRAC (a) to track the 
various sectoral programme costs and revenues. and (b) to project future break-even 
levels for each programme. These sectoral programme costs and revenues must also be 
allocated between ROP and RCP. BRAC 1s not a proflc-maxlmlzing Institution and must 
evaluate the non-financial benefits of sectoral and ocher programmes. At the same 
time, BRAC can gain valuable lnformat;on to guide future management decisions by 
trackmg where its ·profit' IS mvesced and the effectiveness of those investments. 

Loan Portfolio Analvsis and Managemenr 

8.10 ln response to the November 1991 Review, BRAC agreed to evaluate the 
adequacy of the 2% LLR. The appraisal goes a specific step further and recommends 
that BRAC should either replace or supplement the current loss provision system or 2% 
or outstanding disbursements with a formal quarterly or semi-annual review of the 
adequacy of the loan loss reserve (LLR). This is nothing more than a cypicaJ banking 
arrangement. Concurrently there is a need co reassess the current method of allocating 
reserves. Management of the reserve is usually a lending function, with decisions taken 
in consultation with the monitoring and control functions. A Portfolio Review 
Committee (Including the heads of RDP and RCP, the head of Monitoring, and perhaps 
the Executive Director) should meet quarterly to review portfolio reporrs; assess the 
adequacy of the current loan loss reserve; and cake additional provisions If necessary 
to cover increased outstandlngs or increased risk. Immediate priorities of the Portfolio 
Reserve Committee should include: 

I) an assessment of the Late, Overdue, and Not Yet Transferred loan 
categories to detennine the adequacy of the reserve relative co the 
timing and prospectS of repayment; 

li) completion of the reserve agreed to be taken against BRAC's peak Deep 
Tube Well e.xposure after the completion of the 1992 purchases; 

8.11 Oeyolutlon of porc[olio management responsibility Portfolio and credit 
respoosibUlty should devolve to the Brancb Manager level, In turn having the effect of 
encouraging field staff themselves to be responsible for lending quality and reducing 
reliance on a centrallsed monitoring function. Specific steps to facllitate this process 
(some of which are already beglnnlng to be Implemented by BRAC) include: 

il increased emphasis on credit training within in-service (annual) training 
requirements for Regional and Branch Managers~ 

U) great.er use of trend and ratio reporting in HO monitoring giving fleld 
managers critical information In clear and relevant formats which 
emphasise outscandings rather than disbursements; 



iii) new momhly reponin~ forms that requ1re the Brnnch to consolidate and 
report perfomtance data and that emphasise the Branch as the level 
responsible for credit. 

8.12 The next Annual Review should assess BRAC's implementation of the portfolio 
monitoring and reporting systems that have been discussed during the ~ITE and 
appraiSal. These portfolio management tools include: 

il separate monir:orlng of Individual (general), collective, and housmg loans 
as distinct segments of the loan portfolio; 

II) separate recording and monltonng of Currem, Late, and Overdue Loans 
at the Branch level to increase awareness among Branch Managers, POs 
and even GSs; 

iiil an aging report of delinquent payments (within the Current Loan 
category) that Is sensitive to slight shifts in repayment races and can 
detect changes in delinquency patterns; 

lv) specific trend reporting of key ratios to permit better analysis of the 
current portfolio, Its perfomtance In relation to experience, and as the 
basis for projecting future outscand!ngs and disbursements. 

8.13 In addition, the Monitoring Department should revise the performance measures 
used for internal and external reporting. BRAC should voluntarily share more detail 
about Its portfolio and repayment performance with the Donor Consortium and qualified 
external consultants. In exchange, donors must become more sophisticated users of 
those reports, remain aware of the Bangladesh context, and neither disclose nor penalise 
BRAC for Its Increased transparency In reporting. 

8.14 BRAC should also identify the specific steps to be taken to educate Field staff 
(Area and Branch Managers as well as Regional Managers) about the new forms of 
portfolio reporting available, the information they provide, the relevance of the 
information to their responsibilities and, most important of all, how they can use the 
information to improve the quality or their own local portfolios. 

8.15 Soecial measures In resoect of collective loans As noted In the previous Section 
of this report (paras 7.24-7.26), collective loans- principally deep tube-wells- represent 
a distinct component of the lendlng portfolio SIJlTOunded by distinct problems and risks. 
The risks of collective loans derive not just from their magnitude or from the technical 
or managerial complexity or the enterprises In wnlch the Investments are made. They 
also derive from (a) the relatively large size of the VOs required to service large loans, 
and (b) th.e seasonallty of the returns in DTW schemes and power tillers. 

8.16 The same financial analysis and management system that bas been discussed and 
agreed with BRAC for its mainstream lending service can and should be appUed to 
collective loans. In doing so, It wiU provide the necessary Information for BRAC to 
measure more accurately the quality of these loans, Including changes and trends in 
their quality through time. Beyond this, however, special adaptations of the terms and 
conditions for collective loans should be considered, as outlined below. 



8.17 DTW operating loans provide an lllustratJon of a pOSSible adaptation. At present, 
operating loans are Issued for a penod of one year and disbursement typically runs from 
November through to January each year. If loans are not fully recovered by the 
following October or November, BRAC Is faced with a difficult decision whether to (al 
extend a follow-up loan, trusting on receiving full repayment of amounts already 
outstanding, or (b) deny a follow-up loan, risking the exacerbation of perhaps genuine 
operating dl fflculties or the possible failure of the scheme. Yet the annual returns to 
OTWs can be expected to have been fully collected by the VOs by September each year. 
This raises the possibility of setting a deadline for operating loan recovery for the end 
of September (i.e. less than one year from the beginning of disbursement), giving credit 
managers a brief period for review before the next cycle begins. 

8.18 Another adaptation of lending procedures for DTWs could be to build on the 
experience in Jessore and some other areas where operators have been negotiating 
advance payment of water charges in cash from command area farmers. Not only does 
th!S obviate the need for operating loans from BRAC but also ellmlllates the difficult 
negotiations about yields between farmers and DTW operators ac the end of the crop 
season. It cannot be predicted that the Jessore advance payment system could be 
replicated In all other concerned areas. Nevertheless, adaptations could include partial 
payment in advance leading to reduced dependence on BRAC for operating loans. 

8.19 A third adaptation could be to concentrate managerial responsibility for 
lndlvtdual collective loans and co Introduce profit-sharing among those most closely 
Involved or to -provide special incentive payments to scheme managers. 

8.20 No doubt other Ideas and adaptations could be developed In the twin Interests 
of (a) the success of collective loans on behalf of VO members, and (b) the quality of 
the collective loan component of the portfolio. The conclusion reached by the appraisal 
Is that there seems to be no-one In the management strucrure who is actively 
Investigating ways and means of Improving the design and operation of collective loans. 
The Monitoring Department has undertaken to investigate the particular experience of 
the advance payment system, especially ln response to the prominence given to DTWs 
during the appraisal and because so Uttle seems to be known at HO about how thls Idea 
was developed and pursued. This is a useful starting point. but the Initiative should go 
beyond this. It Is an example of the cype of action-oriented research that RED could 
undertake on behalf of RDP/RCP. {f this were possible, It would be useful to Include 
someone on the investigative team with practical experience of credit management in 
DTWs and other collective loans . 

• 
Housing Loans 

8.21 The RDP-m proposal includes provisions for housing loans both to VO members 
and to BRAC staff. In principle, the appraisal endorses both r;ypes of loan subject to 
(a) the availability of resources from the Donor Consortium in relation to (b) the clear 
priorities expressed by BRAC through other components of the proposal to pursue 
breadth or outreach to Its target group. If, owing to llmlced resource ava11abiUcy, there 
is a need to re-allocate funds among different components of RDP-Ill, housing loans to 
staff should be the first category to be reduced. Housing loans to members would be 
the next casualty If resources are tight. 



8.22 If housing loans to VO members are retained, BRAC should monitor their 
repayment rates carefully to assess the credit risk ln relatJon to mainstream lending for 
produCtive and Income-genera ting activities. If housing loans demonstrate their 
reliability in RDP's portfolio over the next few years, BR.l\.C might consider transferring 
them to RCP along with the majorlcy of the RDP portfolio as Area Offices are 
redesignated as RCP Branches. Such a transfer would only be feasible, however, if It 
represented a nominal cost to RCP as these types of loan were not part of the original 
forecast. 



9. TRAINING 

The Soectrum of Tramjng 

9.1 BRAC has established what Is probably one of the largest, most comprehensive 
and most professional cralmng programmes in Bangladesh In support of its rural 
developmem work. It compnses four broad areas and sets of cramees, Including: 

il human development training, focusang on Its target group members: 

ii) occupational and technical skills craimng, also for its mt!mbers; 

Iii) basic training for new employees Including POs and the t.raantng of WPE 
schoolteachers; 

lv) management craming co develop the technical and managerial skills of Its 
full-time staff. 

9.2 Responsibility for the:;e rields of tra!mng Is shared among different staff and 
physical facilities within BRAC. Hwnan development tra1mng Is the primary 
responsibility of the Training and Resource Centres (TARC). The TARCs are also 
responsible for training newly recruited NfPE schoolteachers. Skill training represents 
part of the work of the sectoral POs in RDP and RCP. Management tralnmg used co 
be conducted at the T ARCs but is now the responsibility of the recently created 
Management Development Programme (MDPI. Training actually takes place In a variety 
of physical settings, Including the T ARCs, Reg~onal and Area/Branch Offices, at rented 
premises, and at MOP's new Management Training Centre at Rajeodrapur, near Dhaka. 

Training Capacicy and Acblevemenq 

9.3 Against this backgroU!Id It is extremely difficult to measure a BRAC-wlde 
training capacity. The physical capacity of premises dedicated to cralnlng (such as the 
T ARCs and the MTC) does not give a deflnltive picture because they are not the only 
places where trainlng takes place. BRAC's planning figures for the workload of full
time trainers are also unreliable because they can be - and cwrently are - exceeded. 
Beyond this, trainlng Is oot only canied out by full-time tralners but also by field staff 
(such as sectOral POs as mentioned above). 

9.4 It is also difficult to obtain definitive data on training achievements In relation 
to targets for two main reasons. first, owing to the sheer size, dynamism, flexibility 
and evolution of BRAC's operational work, the targets themselves are subject to change 
at different times. Secondly, for the same reason that the variety of staff and physical 
settings for trainlng make It difficult to measure capacity, It Is equally difficult co 
monitor achievements - especially for tralnlng which calces pl.ace outside the I ARCs and 
the MTC. Nevertheless, there Is some evidence of points of stress in training activities; 
of considerable variations between targets and achievements in some categories of 
training; and of Internal dlfflcultles in setting realistic plans and training targets, as 
discussed below. 



9.5 Human development training, for which the T o\RCs are principally responsible, 
IS morutored more closely than some other categories. At the aggregate level. human 
development training appears to be slightly behind targets. But the T ARC-based 
component of this traimng has slightly exceeded targets for 1991. On the whole, the 
T ARC system has demonstrated relatively good ability to plan and to keep track of its 
8Ct1VItle5. 

9.6 In contrast, there is considerable variance among different units within 8RAC 
for skill training - both in the 1991 targets and In reports on achievements. SldU 
training achievements reported by RDP, for example, show shortfalls and over
achievements In relation to the targets set In January 1991, ranging from an 
achievement of 25% of the target for horticui ture nursery training to 175% of target 
for the training of cow-rearers. This raises questions not so much about capacicy but 
about RDP's ability to plan Its training activities accurately, to monitor throughputs, 
and to feed experience back Into future planning. The probable reasons for the 
dlfflculcy are (a) the diffusion of responsibility for skill training among different 
sectoral specwlists, and (b) the absence of a focal point in the management stnJcture 
responsible for planning, monitoring and coordinating skill training. 

Sims of Strain 

9. 7 Whenever there seems to be a shortfall in achievements in relation to targets It 
could be an indication of inadequate capacicy. Yet it Is often difficult to draw hard 
conclUSions If targets change, or If the original plans and targets were not wholly 
accurate. Nevertheless, one clear sign of strain ts chat TARC-based trainers are 
already dealing with a training workload which bas averaged 2'1.7 training days per 
trainer per month over the six months to March 1992, as compared with a planning norm 
of 21 days per month - an over-ut.ilisatlon of aboUt 17 .5%. This cannot be attributed 
to seasonal variation since 1992 data reveal an increase of 4 training days per trainer 
per month over the corresponding period in early 1991. 

9.8 BRAC management policy Is to keep staff busy; keep staff 'on their toes'. And 
the expansion In recent years - Including both pressure of work and the prospects of 
early promotion - has made this inevitable, serving rather like a consistent flow of 
adrenalin throughout the organisation. On the other band, there Is real fadgue among 
training staff and this could be to put quality at severe risk. Certalnly there has 
already been a considerable drop in training follow-up. The pressure to meet training 
targets has also led to examples of new trainers being assigned to conduct training 
courses on their own within tour weeks of being inducted as trainers. This does not 
comply with BRAG's own guidelines of allowing Learning periods of (a) three months 
before conducting solo training of group members, and (b) six months before taking sole 
responsjbility for staff training courses. 

RDP-m TargetS 

9.9 The existing signs of strain on the training front are of major potential concern 
(and have been raised as a key issue in Section 5 of chis report) because in the RDP-lii 
proposal training targets show some very large increases, as revealed by the following 
examples: 



II human development training increases from 183.767 partzclpant days (p-d) 
in 1991 to ·173,218 p-d zn 1995, 

Ul sktll tratnzng increases from 83,553 to 507,525 p-d over the same period-
Including a rive-fold Increase ·n poultry and livestock training, a twenty

five fold increase in sericulture training, and a ten-fold increase in 
fisheries training, all of which i:; conducted In the rield;20 

ill) as noted above, the e.-cpansion of :-IFPE- by 9,000 schools in ROP-111 alone 
- is also likely to place constderable stress 1n the short run on T ARC 
training capactty, each NF'PE teacher requiring a minimum of 15 days 
tnitlal trammg, leadmg to a potential workload of 525.000 p-d if NFPE 
achieves its overall growth target during the RDP-IIl period I without 
taking into account refresher training which, though tagging behtnd the 
need for training new teachers, will soon begin to growl. 

9.10 The Increase in human development training lmplles a rise In throughput of nearly 
160%. k. noted above, the svsrem for this is in place through the T ARCs. The key 
issues are (a) whether the planned new physical fac!lltles will be open and operational 
on time to cope with the pattern of Increase (and this Includes the completion of the 
behind-schedule Comllla TARC as well as the construction of the proposed new mini
TARCs), and (b) the ability of the TARCs to cope simultaneously with Increases In 
NFPE teacher training as well as forthcoming refresher training for serving teachers. 

9.11 The lncrease ln skill training represents an expansion to more than 6 times the 
1991 level over a period of just four years. In theory, the key factor determining 
capacity to deliver this volume of training is the supply of sectoral POs. It Is more 
compllcaled than this, however, even assuming that the required number of POs can be 
made available. Skill training was segregated from the T ARCs primarily to ensure more 
effective coverage of the constantly expanding geographical area being covered by 
BRAC. One of the unintended consequences has been that the sectoral POs, who 
provide much of this training, have become Isolated from other trainers. Training 
delivery has suffered. BRAC is aware of this and is proposing to overcome it in RDP-m 
by relocating the Regional Offices - where the sectoral POs are based - to the T ARCs. 
This will probably help by permitting regular interaction and cross-fertilisation of Ideas 
and motlvadon between the T ARC-based trainers and the sectoral specialists. The 
appraisal strongly endorses this proposal. 

9. t2 The NFPE teacher training workload is an area of concern but one which It will 
be difficult to clarify and resolve. The RDP-m proposal shows a total throughput for 
NFPE of 118,525 p-d over the three-year period, based on 13 days tralnlng per new 
teacher. Since NFPE management now reports a rise In training duration to t5 days per 
new teacher, throughput would be about 15% greater, at 136,760. Yet as noted In para 
9.8 (Iii) above, If BRAC were to achieve its overall target of having 50,000 NFPE 
schools In operation by the end of 1995, actual training throughput requirements could 
be coosiderably greater than this. The uncertainty lies in the difficulty oi predictlng 

20 But since Area Offices provide part of their space to Human Development Training while 
an estimated thiny to forty per cent of their Cllpacity will be required for the 
consolidation activities proposed for institutional development. there is likely to be a 
substantial shortfal l in the space available for skilllraining in RDP trl. 



what suCCe$5 BRAC will have in mob1llsing the resource$ for the overall target. 
Another factor is that, through time, refre$her training for teachers after two years of 
service (and lasting for 15 days) could also rise sharply according to the pace and 
pattern of overall NFPE expans1on. 

9.13 NFPE remains confident that It can rely on the TARCs and currently has no plans 
to rent Its own capacity for teacher training before 1996. Indeed, as noted earlier In 
this report (Section 7, para 7..!0) there are arguments In favour of retalnlniJ teacher
training In the TARCs, offering gTeater variety of work to training staff. But the 
reliance of NFPE on the TARCs Is because the RDP-111 proposal clearly indicates that 
the first batch of three new RDP-m mlnl-TARCs are expected to be operational In 
January 1994. Yet it will be impossible tD achieve this target through the constrocuon 
of BRAC's own bulldlngs.21 Much will therefore depend on whether BRAC Is 
fortunate enough to be able to rent sultable facilities. 

9.14 Recommendation for a soecial analysis of qain!ng targets and caoac!ty In view 
of the difficulty experienced by the appraisal In assembling clear data on training 
targets, capacity and achievements It would be advisable to undertake a separate, 
comprehensive review of these Issues prior to the commencement of RDP-ITI. What Is 
needed Is a planning and programming analysis of BRAC-wide training targets and 
capacity, lnclud!ng analysis of projections both for targetS and for capacity during RDP-
111. The analysis should also not be confined to RDP-fil and the specific funding package 
requested from the Donor Consortium. It should extend to cover (a) the training 
ImpLications of noo-RDP, non-Consortium activities such as WHOP, and (b) training 
projections for programmes sucb as NFPE which are within the scope of RDP-m but to 
which RDP-UI will make only a pardal contribution. Owing to the uncertainties of 
being able to mobilise resources for the overall expansion pattern put forward for NFPE, 
the review should Include sensitivity analyses of training capacJcy at different levels of 
adherence to the overall target. 

Training Utilisation, Effectiveness and lmoag: 

9.15 BRAC has de$lgned a system for monitoring training utillsation. But the system 
is not fully used because trainers are overworked. Moreover, there Ia insufficient 
clarity regarding appropriate methodologie$ and Indicators to go much further at 
present to assess the effectiveness and Impact of training. Nevertheless, there is a 
gTeat deal of lntere$t within BRAC to pursue the$e Issues and to continue the 
development of appropriate methods and Indicators. Following discussions with the 
Training Department and RED, BRAC bas agreed to take the following steps to 
strengthen Its capa.cicy to evaluate traJning: 

I) the Training Department, together with RED and possibly the Monitoring 
Deparonent are jolotly planning to organize a methodologies workshop to 
examine ways in which different o rganisations approach the problem of 
measuring training effectiveness; 

21 This is a mtmer which has already been raised as one aspect of the key issues and 
challenges for RDP-lll in Section 5 ol this report and is discussed tunber in Section I 0. 



iil the same three Departments w>ll jointly appoint a team oi monitoring and 
research staff and trainers co adapt the methodologies discussed to 
BRAG's crammg courses and co field test them -possibly 10 teams of two 
people each (which would also provide trainers with a much-needed 
change In work and could counceract trainer fatigue); 

iii) in tills way, BRAC could gradually build a system of monttoring and 
evaluating training effectiveness at various participant levels and 
instJCUtlonalise th;s function w1thin RED and/or the Momtoring 
Department. 

Training Staff at Head Office 

9.16 The Training Department at HO consists of three professional starr, one of whom 
Is occupied primarily with training for non-BRAC clients. Given the magnitude of the 
training portfolio within BRAC and the ever-Increasing demands being placed on this 
area, BRAC should consider expanding Its staff strength in the Training Department 
with the addition of two senior professionals - one to deal with monitoring and 
evaluation of training referred to above, and the other to focus on curriculum 
development. 

Management Development 

9.17 BRAC has long recognised the need for a management development facility- not 
just for Itself but for other government and non-government agencies with alms, 
objectives and programmes similar to its own. Earlier plans to set up such a facility 
with the status of an Institute met with difficulty and led to delay. Nevertheless, 
BRAC has now commendably acted on Its own discretion to set up the MOP with t.he 
expectation that It will reserve 35% of its capacity for tnining the staff of outside 
agencies. Not surprisingly, MOP is still far from being fully operational. Meanwhile, 
Its principal facility, the MTC at Rajendrapur, has been used partly In the role of a 
TARC. This has at least helped to overcome the backlog In TARC capacity noted 
earlier, Including the delay In the constrUction of the Camilla TARC. 

9.18 Against a background of already pressing demand for management tnining- a 
demand that will continue to grow during RDP-ITI - MOP faces three main priorities: 

I) training staff - MOP has yet to build up a team of full-time 'faculty 
members ' ; 

il) training curricula - similarly, MOP is still trying to adapt and develop 
appropriate training curricula and materials; 

iiil clarifving priorities - this particularly relates to the allocation of 
capacity to Internal and external trainees, but also to priority trainees 
within BRAC. 



9.19 Training staff The lock of a full-tlme team of trainers Is probably the sharpest 
constraint facing MOP at present. Meanwhile, It has been drawing on semor specialised 
8RAC managers to the extent posstble In workshop-style training sessions. These are 
reported to have been quite successful. inevitably, however, one effect has been to 
limit the subject matter on offer to such fields as financial management, monitoring and 
the like. Another effect bas been to limit the tralolng material mainly to BRAC itself
its programmes, systems and procedure~- there being less capacity to provide training 

in more general management skills. It i.s for this reason that Annex 4 to thts repon 
characterises the programme as one of Development Management rather than 
Management Development. 

9.20 One prom1sing development is that towards the end of April 1992, MOP was 
planning to convene a screening session of 60 BRAC staff from different programmes 
(tncluding 10 from WHOP; 12 from RCP; 25 from RDP; 10 from the TARCs; and 2 from 
NfPE). The aim was to draw up a short-ll!t of 15 pocencial faculty members, narrowing 
down to a rlnal selection of five people. Even then It will take time - possibly 
including overseas training - for these new MOP staff to become fully effective 
management trainers. In addition, MOP has Tecently recruited three young staff with 
MBA qualifications as potential trainers. But they will be spending two years In field 
post!ngs as POs to gain experience befoTe Tetuming to MOP. All to say that the 
development of full capacity In teTmS of training staff cannot be expected to be built 
up rapidly. 

9.21 Training curricula and training material Outllnes of training sessions provided 
so far Indicate that the MOP recognises the breadth oC training required by BRAC staff. 
This, however, needs to be backed up with more detailed curricula and training material. 
In the field of pu,-e or general management training - the management of people, 
Information, tlme and the like - there Is a wealth of such material available 
internationally. But it may take time to choose among different approaches. 

9.22 The outcome of the RDP-01 appraisal will also generate additional pressu,-e on 
MDP. The two most significant examples are (a) the re-imlphasls on lnstitutlon-buUdlng, 
and (b) the lntroductlon of an improved credit portlollo management system. In the 
former case the only appropriate approach Is to draw on the experience of senior staff 
who embody BRAC's iostituciona1 memory of successes, fallu,-es and potential pitfalls 
In this difficult aTea In the preparation of curricula and training material. In the field 
of credit management there will be two distinct aspects In which staff wUJ need to be 
trained. The first will be the pu,-ely mechanical/mathematical operation of the system, 
enabling management staff to understand tabulBT listings to the 'aging by account' 
system and what they meall. The second will be moTe truly managerial - of using the 
Informacion that the credit management system provides to take management declslons 
and corrective action where n.ecessary. FoT both aspects BRAC should consider 
requesting financial assistance from the Donor Consonium to bring in external 
consultants to develop appropriate practical training curricula and material. 



9.23 The priority fields and staff categories for management training within BRAC 
are: 

il operational systems and procedures at Area/Branch Office level, Including 
financial and administrative management for Area/Branch Managers and 
the application of manageria l discretion to sustatn or Improve the qualfcy 
of the credit portfolio; 

II) communication and analytical skills for Area/Branch Managers; 

iiil traming or re-training senior POs ro act as promoters and facilitators of 
institution-building; 

iv) process documentation for staff of the Monitoring Department 

9.24 Clarifying the role and Priorities of MOP The role of MOP originally envisaged, 
allocating 35% of its capactty to agencies other than BR.A.C was laudable from two 
points of view. It showed a breadth of vision on the part of the organisation, fully 
consistent with one of its aims 'to influence the system as a whole'. At the same time, 
It offered the prospect or defraying the pure overhead oosc of MOP's Internal training 
role- especially by charging commercial rates co non-BRAC trainees. This is reflected 
In the RDP-m proposal, where the gross cost of the MOP ls reduced by just under Jl% 
by the item 'Training Income' to a net request for funding of Tk. 11.46 mllllon (Inflation 
adjusted to Tk.l3. 76 million). 22 

9.25 On the other hand, as noted, MOP ls not yet fully operational while the Internal 
need for Its services Is of critical importance for Its existing managers as well as those 
that will be required For future growth. ln the circumstances, there Is a case to be 
made for expressing the priorities of MDP In the following tenns: 

I) assigning the highest priorlcy to bringing MDP up to full operation, 
including the development of Its own cadre of professional management 
trainers; 

li) pressing ahead In developing its training curricula and materials; 

HI) reserving MDP capacity for BRAC staff exclusively during the period of 
RDP-ill; 

lv) broadening the MDP intake to lnclude external tr11inees only wbeo it has 
(a) reached a satisfactory level of development, and (b) shown that it can 
cope with the Internal demand for management tnllning within BRAC. 

9.26 If the above strategy Is acceptable to BRAC and to the Donor Consortium It will 
have the effect of Increasing the dependence of MOP on financial support from the 
donors. As now, MOP could continue to charge fees to Its Internal clients, principally 
RDP. But these fees would, as now, be lower than those applied to external clients. 

22 RDP·lll PropoSlll, page 70 



And whether as a result MDP operated at a nominal loss or not, It would effectively rely 
on external donor support. In such a situation, both BRAC and the donors could suggest 
that MOP should reduce its overheads unt:il such time as it can grow to become a major 
centre for training non-BRAC managers of rural development programmes. 



10. PLANNING, MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Strategic Plann1ng 

10.1 BRAC shows an ability, boldness and level of confidence in strategic planntng 
which are rare ln Bangladesh. IL ls significant, for example, that a time-scale of 10 
years Is seen as falling within the short term in BRAC's perspective while a 15<!0 year 
horizon is seen as no more than the medium cenn. Examples of its boldness In strategic 
planning include the projections in the RDP-111 proposal of targets for the expans1on of 
NFPE to I 00,000 schools by 1997 and ior the production of silk through the senculture 
programme to reach MT 1,100 by the year 2000 AD.23 

10.2 BRAC's motivation in Its approach to strategic planning has at least four main 
dimensions: 

!) it 1s motivated to reach as many of the target rural population as 1t can 
with real, tangible development assistance; 

!I) BRAC recogniSes that credit alone, II It can only be used by the target 
group for low risk, low return tradJtlonal activities, will not contribute 
adequately to aggregate natlooal output- hence there is a need for active 
development and promotion of higher-order and oew economic activities 
that can be undertaken by the rural poor; 

Ui) there is a sense of vision within BRAC and a sense of confidence In the 
country and its people that, drawing on the examples of NFPE and 
serlculrure quoted abOve, Bangladesh need not continue to be trapped with 
very low levels of literacy while there are no fundamental geographical 
or climatic constraints to matching the level of output of silk that is 
currently produced by Thailand; 

lv) BRAC bas an explicit aim co Influence other development agencies and 
programmes - lncludJng the government - but recogniSes (a) that It must 
reach a sufficient scale in Its own actlvldes to wield the necessary 
influence, while (b) it will nevertheless take time for that Influence to be 
translated into action by others. 

Programme Planning and Desisn 

10.3 As would be expected of any large organisation, BRAC's vision and strategy 
emanate from a very small group at the highest levels, focusing on the Executive 
Director. As wUI be clear from Section 4 or thts report, however, the evidence of the 
RDP-m proposal suggests that at present BRAC lacks the ability to articulate Its 
strategy with sufficient clarity and analydcal backing. Sirnllarly, It lacks the ability 
to put forward the design of specific plans, projects and programmes In such a way as 
to comply with the Increasingly convergent requirements of International development 
assistance agencies. 

23 RDP-111 Proposal. page 31 !NFPEl and page 21 (silk production) 



10.4 The Importance oi clear project and programme design Is not just for the 
convenience or donors (though this would do much to ease and speed the passage or 
proposals through donor approval procedures). More specifically, It Is important when 
the scale and scope or Individual projects, programmes and funding packages each makes 
only a parc1al contnbucion to strategiC plans which are as extensive and as amb1t1ous 
as those of 8RAC. It is for this reason, for example, that this report has shown concern 
over such quesoons as BRAC-wide projections of known and possible training workload 
in relation to capacity In terms of physical facnities and trainer workload. Of course, 
the more ambitious 8R..<\C's straceg-tc plans are the more difficult it is to ass1gn levels 
of confidence of being able to adhere to them. This Is shown most clearly at present 
in the case of the NfPE component which comprised 6003 schools at the end of 1991, 
Is scheduled to reach 50,000 schools by the end of 1992, but to which the remainder of 
ROP-Il plus the request In RDP-111 will contribute only another 10,500 schools. 24 

I 0.5 Technically, It should not be Inherently difficult for BRAC co Improve its to
bouse ability co articulate Its strategy and to design specific project and programme 
documents. Complying with donor requirements and formats is a matter of (a) 
collecting relevant guidelines and examples of well-designed project documents, and (b) 
developing a fonnat mutually acceptable both to BRAC and the Donor Consoruum as 
a whole. 

10.6 Somewhat more difficult is the question of assigning responsibility for detailed 
planning, Including the preparation of project and programme proposals. The appraisal 
does~ recommend setting up a separate planning unit within BR.>\C because this does 
not seem to fit with BRAG's organisational culture and could in any case run the rtsk 
of being coo far removed from practical experience and requirements. On th.e other 
hand, the managers of the principal operational programmes have a heavy management 
workload, raising doubts about the amount of time they might be able to spare to 
translating detailed plans Into full project and programme p.roposals. Without going so 
far as to put forward a specific recorrunendatlon, two options might be explored: 

I) strengthening the day-to-clay management capa.clcy at HO level, giving 
Programme Directors more time to step back, Including time for planning 
and designing proposals; 

li) fonning ad-hoc teams of senior managers as and when specific proposals 
are needed. 

• 
10.7 The first of these options would obviously add to overhead costs - but with 
continued expansion may become affordable and, indeed, more generally justified. The 
second option would have the benefit of bringing different Directors together, hence 
ensuring compatibility and consistency In the proposals that would be produced. 

24 RDP-IJ is scheduled 10 add 1.500 scllools in 1992 while the request for ROP-Ill is set at 
9.000 new schools. 



Overlao with Other Rural Development Programme$ and :-:cos 

10.8 BRAC's policy Is not to expand Into villages or wider areas where sim1lar work 
is bemg camed out on a s1gmflcant scale by other t-iGOs or the Grameen Bank. In 
prtlctlce, however, there is evidence of corslderable overlap In the field apparently 
most extensively With the Gromeen Bank. Even so, when BR:\C VOs co-exist with local 
organisations promoted and fonned by other agencies, BRAC .;taff try to avoid direct 
overlap among the actual membership of its :>wn and other orgamsatlons, hence to avoid 
duplicate access to different channels of credit among individual villagers. 

10.9 There are three Issues related to overlappmg wh1ch are of prmcipal concern and 
wh1ch, taken together, have implications for BRAC's planning: 

I) competition among different programmes and agenc1es; 

II) differences among models; 

iii) Independence and the exercise of discretion among organisations of the 
rural poor to choose among different services; 

10.10 The first of these Issues Is important because the number of rural poor in 
Bangladesh still exceeds the capacity of government, quasi-government and non
governmental programmes to provide them with adequate access to development 
assistance. It would be unfortunate If competition among different programmes 
operating in the same geographical area were to mean that those living In areas not 
served - or not served so Intensively - continued to be denied access to assistance. 
Some donors are already now drawing attention to slgnlflcaru: differences In access to 
credit and other fonns of assistance between, for e.xample, Rangpur (where BRAC, 
Grameen Bank and the Rangpur Dinajpur Rural Service (RDRS) are all operating) and 
such areas as Fen!, Noakhall and especially the Chittagong Hill Tracts (where few or no 
similar services operate). 

10.11 The differences among the organisational and service models used by different 
programmes and agencies could lead to confU3Ion among the target group, and could 
possibly affect success rates. BRAC's model and that or RDRS illustrate the range of 
differences that exlst. In Its credit service, RDRS Insists on members having saved at 
least one third of the funds needed for an income-generating activity. Uolllte BRAC, 
RDRS also has an explicit policy or 'graduating' Its groups - withdrawing direct 
assistance after a period of five years. It bases thls policy (a) on an assumption that 
five years wlll be a sufficient period to allow group members to take their own decisions 
about holding their groups together, and (b) ensuring that after graduation, groups can 
continue to have access to credit through comrnerclaJ outlets such as the Rajshahl 
Krlshl Unnayan Bank and the Bangladesh Bank. 

10.12 The question of Independence and freedom of choice among orgamsatlons of the 
rural poor presents a dilemma. The disqualification of members of other programmes 
and agencies from jom!ng BRAC VOs, for example, can be seen as a rational method of 
avoiding overlap and duplication at the individual level. On the other hand, because 
different programmes offer different services, It could deny some people access to the 



services they need. In this situation, much will depend in the future on the degree of 
institutional maturity shown by groups sponsored by different agencies. Those that are 
truly mature and independent will no doubt make their own choices about how and from 
where ro preserve their access to credit, advisory and other services. 

10.13 The larger NGOs have long recognised the need to avoid overlap - at least to 
avoid the risks that may go with it. In 1986-87 BRAC joined with RDRS, Proshlka and 
FIVOB to set up the Inter-Organisational Relations-Building group to share experience 
and to minimise or rationalise overlap. Th1s lnltiatlve was not sustained. Nevertheless, 
the conclusion of the appraisal is that BRAC should E:rY agam to set up mechamsms for 
dialogue with other large NGOs and agencies before developing II:S detailed operational 
plans for RDP-III, including the location of new Area Offices and NFPE schools. 

Ooerational Planning 

10.14 Apart from the tmpllcatlons of overlap on operational planning, as noted above, 
there Is just one other operational Issue that the appraisal must stress as a problem area 
-the planning and timetabllng procedures for the construction of new physical facilities. 
The 1990 Annual Review drew attention to a backlog in physical faciHties for training 
and this bas been echoed by the 1991 review of training capacity and, more recently, 
by the Mid-Term Evaluation. As of March 1992, examples of actual and potencial delays 
Include: 

I) of the 20 new RDP Offices scheduled for construction during 1992, the 
Coostru.ctlon Department had infonnadon on sites for only eight, though 
it takes typically 6-7 months to build an RDP O!flce- sometimes longer 
If low-lying sites have to be built up above flood levels or If the sites 
acquired present other difficulties; 

II) the Camilla TARC was to bave been built during 1991, though owing to 
site difficulties and the need to undertake a stt\lctural re-design, 
construction work began on1y In January 1992; 

Ul) RDP-IU proposes to open three new mtnt-TARCs In January 1993 and 
another three one year later - but since (a) the construction duration Is 
not lfkely to be less than nlne months per building, and (b) no progress bas 
been made In site acquisition or design work, it will not now be possible 
to adhere to the proposed timetable, at least for the first batch of three. 

10.15 BRAC does not seem tb share the concern of the appraisal on the issue of delays 
in completion of physical facilities. It takes an understandably cautious approach In 
selecting and purchasing sites, atmlng to minimize the mk of paying inflated prices. 
Yet the underlying issue hinges oo the timetables that BRAC sets for itself but does not 
seem able to meet. Tbe tactic usually adopted Is to rent fadlldes until the way is clear 
to build. This, of course, is feasible, though oot without some sacrifices in the quality 
and space standards that BRAC aims for Ia the interests of adequate working conditions. 
The clearest example Is the rented MOP fac1Uty In Dhaka Uttara, providing a gross 
floor area of 280 sq ft per trainee. In conc-ast, the substitute for this facility, to be 
Incorporated In the planned new HO building Is expected to provide 1,000 sq ft per 
trainee. 



10. 16 Another danger is that backlogs can easily grow if remedial action is not taken 
at an early stage. And although the Construction Department ha:; grown considerably 
In recent years there is obviously a limit to Its capacity to catch up. Whar. Is needed 
is a rolling programme approach in which suttable sites can be purchased adequately in 
advance and handed over to the Construction Department In time for building work to 
be completed on schedule and wtthin budget. To permit this, there should be closer 
coordination. sharing of information and more frequent meetings between the 
operational ·customers' for new physical facilities and the Construction Department as 
the supplter. The pnnctpal customers are RDP and the Training Department, both of 
whose Directors should work with the Construction Department to develop better 
linkages. 

:VIanagement Issues m the Context of Raoid Growth 

10.17 One of the consequences of rapid expansion of operational activities has been the 
need for rapid promotion of field staff - without, in some cases, strict adherence to the 
policy and crltena for promotion originaJly laid down. As noted m .the previous section 
of thiS report (para. 9.8), this has had beneficlaJ effects, no doubt contributing to high 
morale. Yet Section 5 of this report has aJready rll!Sed the question of adequate 
management experience at the field level as a key issue for caution In further 
expansion. 

I 0.18 A superficial analysis of staff by Level would suggest that BRAC tS well-placed 
for expansion. As of December 1991, staff records show that of a total of 2,327 POs 
in Levels I through V11, there were 1,018 -nearly 44% -occupying Levels VI and vn. 
These are the grades from which staff can be promoted co become Area Managers. In 
fact, however, this bulge Is misleading. Until July 1991 BRAC bad been recruiting well
qualified staff (Master's Degree-holders) fresh from University as POs directly into 
Level V1.25 As a result, of the 355 Level VI POs employed in RDP and RCP 
combined, some 200, representing 56%, had worked with BRAG for less than three 
years, as shown in Table 10.1 below. Moreover, of the 61 Level VI POs-tn-obarge of 
RDP or RCP Offices, just under 28% bad less than three years experience. 

10.19 Tbe qualifications required of Area/Branch Managers are linked to various 
recommendations put forward earUer in this report, including those on re-emphasising 
institution-building and on ensuring full int.egratlon of sectoral speCialists In loan 
monitoring. Against this background, and in view of the risk of an Increasing proportion 
of middle managers being appointed without sufficient breadth or depth of experience 
of BRAC, the following recommendations are added - all aJming to ensure the highest 
possible calibre of ability and experience In the important role of Area/Branch 
Managers: 

25 Since then. new staff with Master's Degrees are recruited at Level V. 



TABLE 10.1: RPP/RCP Level VI and VII POs by Lenuh of Servjce 
(as of February 1992) 

Duration of Service (Years) 

< l 1<2 2<3 3<4 >4 Total 

RDP 
Level VI 15 36 55 10 36 152 
PO-in-charge - - IS 15 21 51 
Level VU 15 - - - 5 5 

Sub-Total IS 36 70 25 6 208 

B&f 
Level Vl 5 18 54 25 40 142 
PO-In-charge - - 2 1 7 10 
Level Vll - - - - I I 
Accounts - - - - 3 3 

Sub-Total 5 18 56 26 51 156 

TOTAL 20 54 126 51 113 364 

Share(%) (5.5) ( 14.8) (34.7) (14.0) (31.0) (100.0) 

Source: BRAC Per.10nnel Department 

i) BRAC should adhere strictly ro Its earUer policy of requiring POs to serve 
for a minimum of three years after their Initial training period, Including 
one year experience each In institution-building, sectoral programmes and 
credit, before promotion; 

U) Ideally, and again In line with earlier poUcy, five years experience as a 
PO should be regarded as a minimum (though of course, not of Itself a 
sufnclent) condition for promotion to the role of Area/Branch Manager; 

• 
Ill) BRAC should further develop and refine Its existing screenlng and 

selection procedures to reinforce Its confid.ence In appointing resourceful 
Area/Branch Managers capable of taking initiative and using their own 
discretion rather than being guided principally by formulae and 
predetermined models; 

iv) steps should be taken ro reduce the number and proportion of Area 
Offices and Branches being managed by POs-ln-charge- particularly those 
who bave only reached Level VI; 



v) wherever possible, only seasoned Area/Branch Managers should be 
selected to serve as managers of new RDP Area Offices; 

vll MOP should assign special priority to the further development of training 
material, to the design of 'sandwich' training programmes for new 
Area/Branch Managers-designate, and to the reservation oi Its training 
capacity for newly selected Area/Branch Managers to ensure that they 
have adequate skills In local-level planning and Implementation; 
admmistratlon and financial management; communication skills, Including 
reporr.-wrlt!ng; and up-to-date fanuliarlty with the major sectoral and 
support: programmes. 

Gender Issues in Personnel Policy 

10.20 In terms of staffing, BRAC has a gender Imbalance In favour of men. However, 
BRAC's affirmative acdon policy which aims at a gender balance ts showing results. 
Within RDP the number or regular female staff has been growing since 1989 when 
BRAC aggressively began hiring female candidates. In 1989, women accounted for t .6% 
of regular staff In RDP. This rose to 15% In 1990, and to 19% In 1991. During the 
same period, the share of female staff in the regular category In BRAC as a whole rose 
from 4. 7% to 24%. In contrast, total female project staff (CSsl In RDP fell sharply 
from 14% In 1990 to 1.7% in 1991. This was due to two policy changes instituted by 
BRAC In 1990: 

I) GSs are no longer allowed to work In their own villages but are deployed 
in other areas within their own Upaziln; 

U) BRAC now requires a minimum educational level among GSs and has 
regularlsed them as BRAC project staff with a monthly salary. 

10.21 During RDP-m, although efforts will cootinue to be made to recruit female GSs, 
the nwnbers of women In this category are expected to remain low. While BRAC's 
policy for RDP-m is to hire 75% womeo across the board for aU positions, this target 
wUI be impossible to reach In the shore run with respect to many of the sectoral 
specialist positions In such areas as fisheries and irrigation owing to the limited supply 
of qualified female candidates In these specialtsms. 

10.22 Over the three year period since 1989, when BRAC began Its affirmative action 
poli.cy in recruiting more women, the dropout rate wnoog female Staff has been 
declining. ln 1989, in RDP lt'was about 50%. ln 1990, 40% of new PO recruits were 
women of whom 43% dropped out (compared with a male dropout rate for RDP or 33%). 
In the same year, BRAC as a whole hired 30% women with a dropout rate for women 
of 36.7% compared with a male dropout rate of 30%. In 1991, 49% of all new recruits 
were women while the dropout rate, at 12% for women, was not only much lower than 
before but also much closer to the dropout rate among men, at 11%. 

10.23 BRAC also actively moves bright female candidates qu!clcly up the system. 
Currently, it has one woman In charge of an RDP Area Office. She was promoted to 
this pos!tlon within a period of two years. These active effortS to promote women to 

managerial positions within the system demonstrate BRAC's commitment to establishing 



a better balance between men and women In Its staff structure. 1\Jevertheless, as noted 
above, caution lS needed co avO\d promotlni both men and women - however bright they 
may be - to managerial positions before they have been able to develop sufficient 
pract1cal e.xperience of BRAC and its programmes. 

10.24 Women's Advisorv Committee The Women's Advisory Committee (WAC) was 

appointed in January 1991. it has 15 members, comprising both headquarters and field 
staff, and meets once a month in Dhaka. Its mandate Is to focus on three major ISSues: 

il how programmes cao better understand and improve the IJVes of rural 
women? 

li) informing programme Directors of shortfalls in 'gender performance': 

iii) in what ways can the working conditions of BRAC's female employees be 
further Improved so that they have equal scope for development as their 
male counterparts? 

I 0.25 In Its first year, WAC has concentrated on the question of working conditions. 
Through a series of meetings and communications with field-based female staff and 
workshops held in BRAC areas around the country, WAC has ldentlf!ed a number of 
issues and problems related to the working environment In the field. Some or these 
Issues, such as the desire of married female staff to reside outside of the Area Office 
with their husbands, and the need for separate collet facilities for female employees in 
Area Offices, lend themselves to relatively straightforward remedial action. Dealing 
with discriminatory attitudes among male supervisors and colleagues is more difficult. 
WAC bas designed training modules dealing with women !n development Issues and 
gender relations for Incorporation Into staff development courses. These have been 
tested In one or two courses. 

10.26 WAC will complete Its series of workshops with female staff around the country 
by about June 1992 and prepare a report based on Its flnd[ngs. Speciflc suggestions 
about bow to adapt Its procedures for generating feedback from female staff for the 
remaining workshops are included in Annex 5 to this report. 

10.27 Gender training BRAC already recognizes the necesslcy and Importance of 
introducing ge:nder training for staff and VO members. WAC Is also now interested In 
getting involved tn gender training for BRAC staff. Gender training provides a way of 
learning to look systematically at women's and men's roles as a basis for development 
planning. It makes the pattern of roles, responsibilities, and resource access under the 
system of analysis visible.. Different types of gender traln[ng stress different elements
including gender analysis and efficiency; equity; and gender subordination. The relative 
weight given to these elements differs according co the needs of the tra[ning audience. 
The WAC should be Involved in the design of gender training- particularly in providing 
InputS and InsightS co the development or training exercises and modules related co 
BRAC's organisational culture and workplace. Details of the content elements likely 
to be required for different categories of BRAC staff are Included In Annex 5 to this 
report. 



10.28 To cover the costs of ~ender trasnmg over ROP Ill, an amount represent in~ 1.5% 
of staff salaries has been added on an annua basis to the budget. Thts amount would be 
U$ed for the development of gender trasning modules; the tratnin~ of trainers; 
consultancies; conducting T ARC-based training for st3ff; and field-ba.~ed traimng for 
VO sub-group leaders. 

Research and Evaluation 

10.29 The ROP-111 proposal Indicates that the research and Evaluation D1v1s1on (REDI 
will conunue (a) Its ongoing research programmes (such as the Vill3ge Studies Protect -
VSP), (bl evaluative and diagnostic studies of operational programmes (such as ROP and 

NFPE), including follow-up studies of management response to such studies, and (c) 
collaboradve studies with other research and development agencies. In qualitative 
terms, the proposal identifies three main areas for Improvement (a) REO stnff 
development through in-house and overseas training, (b) Improving the quality of report 
presentation, and (c) improving the access of oper3tlonal staff to RED outputs through 
summaries of reports disseminated in Bengali. 

10.30 New, ooerationa! work areas The appraisal endorses the proposals for qualitative 
Improvements but notes that the management of REO Itself recognises the need to 
sharpen Its focus on operational issues that directly affect the effic1ency and success 
of BRAG's programmes. This Is ~ priority role of RED but Is not strongly reflected 
In the ROP-111 proposal. Meanwhile, the appraisal has already identified some important 
Issues and themes on which RED could make a significant input, including: 

il training - Section 9 of thiS report has recommended a major in.itiative to 
evaluate the utilisation, effectiveness and impact of training (para 9.15). 
As noted, this will have co be based on collaboration among the Training 
and Monitoring Deparanents and RED and wiU involve a good deal of 
preparatory work even to develop appropriate methodologies and 
Indicators. 

II) process docurnentatiog - the U$8 of this technique Is seen by the appraisal 
as the ooly likely successful way of tracing progress through the re
emphasis on lnstlrudon-buildlng recommended in Secdon 6 of this report. 
But process documentation Is new to BRAC and before It can be 
Introduced It will be necessary (a) for RED to become familiar with It, 
possibly to adapt It to BRAG's oeeds and capacities, and (b) again to work 
closely with the Training and Monitoring Departments to ensure that 
those staff who will be responsible for compiling process docwnentatlon 
share an equal and adequate understanding of what it Is, how It Is to be 
applied, and how It Is co be used. 

ill) curriculum development - also In pursuit of the re-emphasis on 
institution-building there will be a need to develop training curricula both 
for new and existing staff. Sulla and Manikganj are the richest 
repositories of BRAG's experience in this difficult field and there is a role 
for REO to play In codifying that experience as an input to training 
curricula, again In close collaboration with the Training Department. 



lv) collective loans- as mentioned In Section 8 of this report, collective loans 
are not only surrounded by real difficulties and potencial risks but, in the 
case of some DTWs, have also been the source of apparently spontaneous 
and constructive Initiatives. There is much \!Seful work that could be 
done through collaboration among RED, the Monitoring Department and 
concerned field staff co e;cplore and understand these initiatives and to 
assess their repllcabUity among stmilar schemes elsewhere. 

10.31 Building in collaboration and responsiveness The above llst IS not intended co be 
exhaustive. What is noteworthy about It is the common thread that al l four e;camples 
o( potential new work call for collaboration between RED and other umts and 
departments In BRAC. At present the mechanisms for such collaboration are far from 
being well-developed. Nor is it straightforward to point to easy, mutually acceptable 
ways of ensuring greater collaboration and responsiveness. The appraisal would 
certamJy not recommend Introducing more committees, approval procedures and the like 
for to do so would be uncharacterlsc!caJly bureaucratic for BRAC and could actually 
inhibit RED's respoosive.ness. An alternative might be to bulld Into the budgets of 
operational programmes an element of d.Jscret!onary funding, giving them a budget 
against which to commlssion and pay for work undertaken on thelr behalf by RED- wbat 
could be called a customer~oncractor arrangement. Yet RED would probably then find 
It difficult to plan ItS work in advance and in tum the operational programmes might 
not obtain the degree or speed or response they e;cpect. Somewhere between these two 
extremes BRAC should develop ItS own mechanism to permit the necessary 
collaboration and to ensure that the design of RED lnvestlgatioos fits with what 
operational managers need. 

10.32 Staff strengthening If, as indicated in the RDP-IJI proposal, RED is to continue 
with its ongoing programme of work, including the Village Studies Project, the 
Introduction of new elementS and fields of work of the eype outlined above will call for 
staff strengthening. At the very least, RED may need to add two senior social 
scientistS with experience of rural instlrutions and related issues and the evaluation of 
training. U BRAC senior management Is reluctant to recruit additional staff to RED 
on the grounds or keeping tight control over pure overhead costs It would be necessary 
to review priorities in ongoing research activities with a view to the possible 
redeployment of staff and budgets. 



I I. BUDGET 

PrQnosed and Recommended Budgets 

II, l The RDP-111 proposal put forward a net funding request to the Donor Consortium 
for Tk.2,567.86 million over three years. The appra1sal has revised the budget 1n line 
with Its substantive recommendations. This has led co a reduction of nearly 7.3% to a 
maximwn of Tk.2,381.04 million. 

11.2 There remain some areas of unceru11ncy 1n this max1mum budget. PotentLally the 
most significant of these uncertainties surrounds the sericulrure programme. Th1s was 
originally casted at Tk.261.41 million. Without changing the scope of the programme, 
the appraisal has re-casted the original proposal at Ti<.265. I 2 milllon. But since it has 
not been possible to form a conclusion on the feasibility of the major expansion this 
would permit, a separate specialised appraisal of the sericulture programme has been 
recommended. The magnitude of the final budget for this component will not be known 
until this has been completed. 

11.3 Another area of uncertainty lies with the funding requirement of MOP. The 
RDP-Ill proposal shows a total training income tO MOP over three years of Tk.l6.5 
million, leading to a neL funding request of Tk.27.47 million. The revised budget 
prepared by the appraisal shows a slightly lower total of Tk.26.23 million, and this 
retains provision for training Income to MDP. Section 10 of thls report, however, 
recommends to BRAC that MDP should devote its full capacicy to Internal training 
during RDP-m. lf this recommendation Is accepted, MOP would not earn commercial 
training fees from outside agencies and Its budget would therefore need to be revised. 

II A A third area of uncertaintY surrounds the financing of the re-emphasis oo 
institution-building. There are two Issues here- both of which relate to RCP. F'irst, 
as noted In the report, a decision has to be made as to whether the continuation of 
lnstitutlon-bulldlng support to VOs In RCP Branches should be conceived as a social 
service justifying separate financing or as a technical service similar to those provided 
by the sectoral programmes, hence to be paid for by RCP. in the latter case It must 
still be decided whether the cost of the Institution-building service should be covered 
by RCP from its operating income or by the VOs directly in the fonn of fees. The 
second Issue of uncertainty Is the length of time RCP VOs may need or want continued 
support before they can reach some level of fnstitutlooal maturity, however this may 
be defined. 

Exchange Rates 

L 1.5 Changes in the exchange rate between the Taka and the currencies supplied by 
the Donor Consortiwn will obviously have an effect on the amount of foreign exchange 
required. The RDP-UJ proposal applied an exchange rate of Tk.40 against the US dollar, 
giving a dollar equivalent or US$64.2 million to the amount requested. In anticipation 
of a further devaluation, the appraisal has used an exchange rate of Tk.42 to the dollar. 
This would have the effect of reducing the amount requested in the RDP-UI proposal to 
US$61.!4 million. Against this, the recommended maximwn budget of Tk.2,381.04 
mentioned above would represent US$56.69 million, Including the provisional sum of 
US$6.31 mlllion for the sericulture programme. 



11.6 Further changes In exchange rates would again affect the situation durtng the 
course of RDP- IU- certatnly for the majority of members of the Donor Consortium who 
agree on hard currency allocations rather than fixing thetr contributions In Taka. The 
World Bank/IMF are reporced to be urging further devaluation. 

11.7 With these caveats, the summary recommended maximum budget for RDP-111 is 
presented ln Table 11.1 below. 



TABLE II. I ROP Ill Revised Budget: Summary (Taka million) 

1991 199Z ROP Ill tout 
llo.rll9• t I t..., 

~-~ % Budge I. % 1993 1994 1995 RUP Ill t 

I. Institution Building 19.4li 6.0% 17.26 s.n 28.70 34.38 43.03 106. II 4.2% 

II. lncaoo ond Elllplo_,t Ganarot1on 33.16 10.~ 35.35 12.0% 91.14 136.99 14S.U 373.98 14.8% 
frural En....,rtse 1'1-ogr..,. 5.65 I. 7t 5.09 1.7t s. 59 5.10 5.07 15.76 0,6% 

Toto1 '""""" & ~1-t Genentlon 38.81 12.0% 40.44 ll.S% 96.73 142.09 150.92 389 74 15.4t 

Ill IGVGO 16.64 5.2% 15.42 s.~ 28.48 23.15 18.36 80 03 3.2% 

IV. Health and fa.l1~ Planning 0.00 0.0% 0.00 0 .0% 8.39 10.31 13.26 31.96 1.~ 

v. Br•ncll OperAting Expanoe 
' 

62.10 19.2% 59.40 20.2% 94.SS 115.26 151.23 361.04 14.3t 

VI. bglonol Office Operating C.n 3.81 ).2% 3.87 1.3% 7.38 8.76 11.33 27 41 1. 11 

VII. Suff Tra1n1ng and Development 3.18 1.11% 2.09 0.7% 6. S7 6 . 72 8.62 21 91 o.n 
VIII. loan fund ~1.--nt 30.93 9.61 39.67 13.5% 93.73 98 74 145.33 337.80 13.4% 

IX. CapiU.1 ln1101st...nt Requlr-nt 25.03 7.8% 19.19 6.5% 40.15 42. S9 69.68 152.42 6.0% 

x. Hoo fonul PriM~ Education 76.15 23.61 75.02 25.61 198.35 279.31 407.70 885 . 36 35.ot 

XI. ""-t O.V.l-t Progr .. 0.00 0.0% 0.00 7.32 9.51 9.40 26.23 1. 11% 
De\1011- of Rural 11ol~W,~erS0 21.40 6.61 6.96 2. 4% 

XII. Trot nIno ond Ro"""""' Cantre 21.37 6.61 10.98 3. 7% 31.3~ 37, 67 J. 7l /2.9~ 2.~% 

XIII. Ronaro:h, l'loni\Orlng l Eval~tlon 4.04 1. 3l 3.31 1.1% 8.&3 10.91 14. ~2 33.96 1.3% 

Total E~e In Ta~• 322.92 1001 293.61 1001 650.23 819.60 1057.11 2526.94 100% 

less loon ln\erest lncona 31.85 ~-~ 4}.1l •5, ·~ ~z· 14S.90 

!lot Requl........,._t lo Taka 29),07 a43.39 606.50 174 17 1000.31 ~38),!!:! 

kat Roqu1r~t \n US$•• 
(US$1 • 42 T•ka) 14.44 18 4i Zl Ill !><> 6q 

Sources: 1991 Actual RDP Quarterly Financial Report and 1992 ROP Budget Quarterly Financial Report (adjuster! 125 D'l W) 

• 
•• 

AILhough MDP Is a further evolution or thls program, the numbers are not comparable because severul items un: not 
Included In MOP. 
The revised budget projects a devaluation In the Taka 42 per US$, down from Tk 40, reducing the Net Hequlremem hy US$ 
2.83 million. 



12. BRAC-DONOR R.ELA TIONS 

Commonalltv of L:ndermmdmg and Approach 

12. I The fundamental basis for the relationship that e;~ists between BR.\C and the 
Donor Consortium is the sharmg of a common understanding and approach in combacung 
poverty with and throul!h we11-rooted Institutions formed by the rural poor It is 
important to stress this commonality, espec1ally because many analyses have po1nted 
to the role of prevailing inequitable production relations and institutional frameworks 
in perpetuating rural poverty. 20 Much practical experience, too, has shown how easily 
rurol development inil.lauves can be distorted, even usurped, by antipathetic Institutions ,-
and Institutional frameworks.~' 

BRAC's Performance 

12.2 Since the Inception of RDP-U/RCP, various reviews and the ~ld-Tenn Evaluation 
have concluded that BRAC has adhered to agreed objectives, approaches and operational 
activities and In general has performed we11. BRAC has also shown a continuing 
w!lllnsrness to learn from Its own ex:perience. In domg so, It has shown considerable 
nexlblllty In adapting the detafls of its approach, both In terms of the models which 
guide its work In different rtelds and at the Interface with Its membership. Its 
management has diSplayed two important characteristics- professionalism and openness 
- which ere the more to be valued because they are not widely shared among other 
development agencies in Bangladesh. 

Accountability and Continuity of BRAC 

12.3 As a non-governmental organisation acting as a conduit for International financial 
assistance, BRAC presents the donors with two Issues they do not confront with the 
government- at least, not In the same way. The two Issues are those of accountab!Uty 
and condnulcy. When financial assistance Is provided on a government-to-government 
basis or from multilateral international agencies sucb as UNOP and the World Bank/IDA, 
Individual project agreements are usually subsumed within official legal framework$ 
specifying the terms and conditions under whlcb ald Is provided. These overall 
frameworks also usually specify how the Government of Bangladesh will discharge Its 
accountability In the receipt and use of funds, Including, where relevant, the repayment 
of loans and credits. The role of the government In becoming a shareholder In the 

• Grameen Bank, for example, was motivated largely to facilitate the negotiation of Its 
fil'3t major Injection of International assistance from !FAD. In other words, th.e 
government was able to formulate a credit agreement with £FAD within the framework 
of Its legal relationship with the Fund as a United Natlons agency. 

26 Most recently. for example. H.Z. Rahman and M. Hossain: Re-Thinking Rural Poverty
A Case for Bangladesh. BIDS, Dhaka. January 1992. (p. 313) 

Z'l Study on Cooperatives in Bangladesh. Sponsored by GOB. UNDP, !BRO. C!DA, 
DANIDA. Dhaka. July 1989. (Vol I pp. 22 & 57) 



12..1 The existence of these official, legal frameworks for accountability, on the other 
hand, does not ln fact provtde lntermltional development asststance aqencles with 
guarantees that their resources will always be used for the purposes and in the manner 
offtctally agreed. Indeed, for both food and flnanc1al atd to Bangladesh, there are 
nal!'glng concerns about 'leakage' whtch donors have been unable to resolve and on which 
the government has been unable to provide adequate reassurances. 

12.5 F'or BRAC, however, there is no equivalent official framework for accountabthty. 
Indeed, It is difficult to answ"..r the question that some representatives of the donors 
have raised: to whom is BRAC accountable? In the case of the RDP-11/RCP funding 
agreement a solution was found In the form of arrangements for Independent external 
auditing; schedules of reports to the donors on rinancial and substantive aspects of 
BRAC's work; and monitoring, review and evaluation exercises commissioned by the 
donors. These arrangements have worked reasonably welL for Its part, BRAC has 
certainly held ltseH open to all these Instruments. Even where there have been 
inconsistencies or lack of clarity In the data made available to chis appraisal (as, for 
example, on training targets, achievements and capacity projections mentioned In 
Section 9 of this report), they reflect genuine difficulties In assembling clear, 
comprehensive informacion on BRAC's complex and multi-faceted work. They are 
difficulties that BRAC's managers currently live with, just as much as do review, 
evaluatlon and appraisal exercises. 

12.6 Against this background, the appraisal recommends the continuation of the same 
general arrangements as for ROP-fi/RCP In monitoring the use of assistance from the 
Donor Consortium and lo carrying out regular external audits. Members of the Donor 
Consortium should rely on the results of these exercises to discharge their own 
accountabllity to their constltuents and sources of funds. 

12.7 The second Issue of continulty also raises dlfferences between BRAC and 
government. But they are to all Intents and purposes dlffereoces only In theory or 
principle, not In practlce. In the case or the government there is a guarantee that it 
will continue to exist. 1n practical termS, on the other hand, the poUtical complexlon 
of the government, its policies, agencies, lnstltudons and staff, all of which form the 
fabric of government. are subject to major change. Lack of continuity In management 
owing to frequent transfers of senlor civil servants Is a phenomenon experienced by all 
donors. More recently, the aboHtlon of the Upazila Parishad system of local 
government also demonstrates lack of continuity In the Institutional framework of 
government. 

12.8 In the case of BRAC there Is no guarantee In principle that It will continue to 
exlsc Indefinitely. On the other band, BRAC Is now such a signlficant actor In national 
development both In Bangladesh and Internationally that It can be Sald to have become 
an lnstltutlon In Its own right, with all that this Implies In the sense of continulty and 
permanence. Moreover, in practical terms, the situation Is qulte the reverse of that In 
the case of government. BRAC's strategy and policy, though they have evolved through 
time, have been internally wholly consistent. BRAC bas also shown a contlnuity of 
management unmatched by any government development agency. In these terms, the 
conclusion of the appraisal Is that the Donor Consortium should have no hesitation In 
providing further support. 



1 :!.9 Specific recommendations to the Donor Consortium are to: 

!I establish a time-span of not less than IS months for BRAC co pursue a 
work plan agreed during negotiations for RDP-lll: 

Ill agree on progress to be made by BR.\C in cackling key Issues and 
challenges and in Implementing specific recommendations as put forward 
In this report. This should incl~de dates and, as far as possible, venfiable 
10d1cators of Implementation and achievements. 

BRAC's Expectations of che Donors 

12.10 BRAC mcreasingly expects the donors to regard and to treat It as a mature 
organisation responsible for taking Its own policy and management decisions - albeit 
with1n the framework of the fundlng agreements It reaches w1th them. This expectation 
can be expressed in terms of the concept of the scope and time span of dlscretion, 
implying (a) the sub$tantlve range of decisions BRAC is free to take about how to 
pursue agreed objectives and targets (e.g. whether to support collective loans as 
particular models of poverty alleviation and empowerment!, and (b) the time horizons 
over which BRAC should be free to pursue Its work before having to account for its 
success or failure (e.g. how long should it take to build well-rooted rural Institutions, 
and over what tlme scales can their sustalnabilicy be assessed). 

12.11 While the appraisal underst:ands that BRAC should have these expectations and 
endorses them in principle, It cannot put forward any detailed proposals for meeting 
them. Only BRAC can do this. What the appraisal can recommend Is that BRAC should 
take as its starting point in its negotiations with the donors the suggestion already put 
forward In Section 4 of this report- the clarification, refinement and ranking of a more 
comprehensive set of objectives. For example, drawing a distinCtion between long-term 
development objectives and immediate objectives would already make a contribution to 
establishing reasonable tlme spans of dlscretlon for the different categories of objective 
and even for dlfferent component: objeCtives within the same category. From this point, 
If BRAC wishes, It would be possible to go on to set time spans of discretion with 
respect to the activities required to pursue the dlfferent objectives (e.g. the 
development, management and refinement of facilitation services provided by POs In 
support of lnstitutton-bu!ldlng work). 

12.12 Proposed self-evaluat!on As another step to demonstrate the level of 
organisational maturity It has reached, the appraisal also recommends that BRAC should 
undertake Its own evaluation of Itself during the course of RDP-UI. An evaluation of 
this sort would probably confront BRAC with some difficult decisions. The composition 
of the evaluation team: would have to be chosen carefully. The team itself would have 
to demonstrate careful judgement and balance ln expressing Its conclusions. Against 
thls, a convincing evaluation of BRAC by BRAC could have far-reaching benefits in 
developing its relationship with the Donor Consortium. 



12.13 If this proposal is acceptable to BRAG and the Donor Consortium, the appraisal 
recommends that the terms of reference for It should be agreed in advance with the 
consortium. The self evaluation should also be undertaken before any evaluation 
commissioned by the Donor Consortium. According to its outcome, it could obviar.e the 
need for a donor-sponsored evaluation. 

AdditiOnal Studies and Reviews 

12.14 This report has already Identified the need for the following two spectal exerClses 
to be carried out In 1992; 

l) Sericulture Aporaisal As noted In Section 7 and Annex 3 of this report, 
the proposals for serlculture expansion should be the subject of a special 
appraisal as soon as possible. Terms of reference for this exercise are 
contained In AppendiJC B of Annex 3; 

Ill Training Study As recommended in Section 9 of this report, there Is a 
need for a BRAG-wide plannlng and programming analysis of crainlog 
targets, capacity and achievements, includlng projections forward not only 
within RDP-111 but all other coo firmed and potential funding arraogements 
for the full range of BRAG programmes. This analysis should be 
undertaken during the last quarter of 1992, before the commencement of 
RDP-Dl as It may affect the allocation of resources between training and 
other components of the programme. 

12.15 The 1992 Annual Review During the appraisal wind-up meeting BRAG suggested 
that In view of the recent MTE, the appraisal, and the proposed sericulture appraisal 
and cralnlng analysis the 1992 Annual Review should be cancelled. This was not 
universally accepted by the donor representatives because, of the various 
recommendations put forward by the MTE and by the appraisal, there were some whJch 
could be implemented or initiated by BRAC Itself. It was therefore felt to be Important 
to examJne progress on these fronts before the commencement of ROP-m. 

12.16 Whenever the next annual review takes place, it should be preceded by the 
proposed planning and programming analysis of training. Also, In planning the tlmlng 
of the review, BRAG should indicate to the Donor Consortium the time scales over 
which progress can be expected to have been made in implementing agreed 
recommendations. The teriiJ&of reference and composltion of the review team should 
reflect these priority areas. In addltion, the annual review should collaborate with 
BRAG In developing terms of reference and arrangements for the proposed self 
evaluation, if this recommendation is accepted by both parmers. 

The Donor Liaison Office 

12.17 The DLO occupies an Important position ln BRAG-donor relations. The principal 
difficulty surroundlng it is Illustrated by the range of vtews about its future role 
expressed by representatives of dlfferent members of the Donor Consortium In Dhaka. 
Some, reflecting partly their strength of confidence In BRAC and partly their Individual 
access to BRAG, felt that the Office could be scaled back In Its role and stafflng 



(though at present it has only one full-time professional). But r_he maJonty view among 
donor representatives was for an expansion of Its role and a strengtilening of Its s taff 
The appra1sal supports the strengthemng of the DLO, focusing on the t'ollowmg issues: 

il 

H) 

ill) 

lv) 

OLO Staffing 

Streamlimng the current reporting svuem To reduce the volume of 
information going to donors (though not the substance, utili ty and 
accessibility of informatJonl, the DLO summary reports should svnches•se 
and Interpret the Information it sends to donors, and reduce the frequency 
of mailings to 4 or 6 times a year (except for urgent business). Donors and 
the DLO officer should meet to review the current reponing process and 
identify other ways It can be improved. 

Developing a system for contracting consultants d!rectlv This would 
make It easier for BRAC and the donors to hire consultants by reducing 
the number of steps In the process and simplifying the administration and 
management of coosultaocles. 

Creatjog a resource cem:re The OLO plays ao Important role in providing 
Information on BRAC to donors, consultants and visitors. The DLO has 
already collected a large volume of information - Including monitoring 
and evaluation reports, appraisals, reviews, research reports and other 
material relevant to understanding BRAC's programmes and activities -
chat could be easUy organized Into a resource centre. The resource 
centre could also include a dJreccory of BRAC staff (names, roles and 
responslb!Utles), donor contacts, and consultants. Making this informacion 
more readily accessible would reduce the amount of time currently 
required (by consultants, the DLO officer, and BRAC staff) to collect 
appropriate documentation. 

As§lgning a BRAC staff member to work wjth the DLO This could 
provide a focal point within BRAC for donor coordination and serve to 
enhance communfca.r.lon links between the daoors and BRAC. Tbe role of 
tbls focal point would include coordinating appointments and field visits 
for consultants and other visitors; providing information on BRAC 
activities outside of ROP; and assisting in maintaining the proposed up-to
date Information resource centre. 

12.18 This revised role of the Donor Liaison Office would call for staff strengthening 
to the form of one junior International Research Assistant respoasible mainly for the 
information liaison function Including setting up and maintaining the proposed 
Information resource centre 

12.19 Draft terms of reference for the Donor Liaison Office, reflecting these issues, 
are Included as Annex 7 to this report. 



TABLE 11.1 ROP Ill Revised Budget Summary (Taka mllllon) 

1991 1992 RDP Ill rot.al 
&dgat lt.., 

Actual I IWg<n I 1993 1994 1995 RIJI' Ill I 

1. lonlwtt"" &.lldtng 19.46 6.0% 17.26 5.91 28.70 3Cl8 H.03 106. 11 4.21 

II. I,.,._ ard Ulp 10)11)ent Cenorat;on 13.16 10.31 35,35 12.0% 91. 14 136.99 145.85 373.98 "·81 
Rurol Entorprtso ProgrOAme 5.6§ 1.11 5.09 1.11 5.59 5.]0 5.07 IS.76 O.bl 

Total ltiCCIIO & Eillplo)O'Ont Genoratton 38.81 12.0% ~0.44 13.BI 96.73 142.09 ISO. 92 389.74 15. 4.1 

Ill IGVGO 16.64 5.21 15.42 5.31 28.48 23.15 28.36 80.03 3.21 

IV. He> hh ard f.,.tly Pl~lng 0.00 O.Ol 0.00 0.01 8.39 10.31 13.26 31. so 1.31 

II. Branch OperaLtng Expeose . 62.10 19.21 59. 40 20.21 94.55 115.26 151.23 361.04 14.31 

Ill. ~ogiona1 OffiCA Operotlng C..t 3.81 1.21 3.81 1.31 7.38 8.76 11.33 27,47 1.11 

1111. Stoff lnlnlng ond 0...1-t 3.18 l.ot 2.09 0.11 6.57 6.12 B.ci2 21.91 0.9% 

VIII. loan furd Roquf.--nt 30.93 9.61 39.61 ll.!>ll: 93.73 98.74 145.3.1 337.80 1.1. 4l 

IX. C.pltal ln-....,t Roq.,l.--nt 25.03 1.81 19.19 6.51 40.15 42.59 69.68 152.42 6.01 

x. Non Fonu l Pr-t .. ry Education 76.15 23. 61 75.02 25. 61 198.3S 279.31 401.10 ll85. 30 JS.Ol 

XI . l'laf\09_,, Dovel-• Prognoo 0.00 o.o:z 0.00 7.32 9.51 9.40 26.23 J, Ol 
OeYe lopooent of Rural ~~onoge,..• 21.40 6.n 6.96 2. 41 

XII. Trot n tng .and Resource C.ntr41 21.37 6.61 10.98 3.71 31.35 37.87 ] . 7l 12.95 2.91 

1!111. Roaaan:h, """'ltorlng I Evalu.atlon 4.04 1.31 3. 31 1.11 8,53 10.91 ]4.52 3J.9o I. 31 

Toul f.xpen .. In Taka 3n.92 1001 293.61 lOOt 650.23 819.60 1057.11 2526.94 1001 

les! loan lntere:St lnt;~C~tt~~ii 31.85 50.22 43.73 45.43 56. 74 ,.5. 90 
Net Roqu1..-L In Taka ~],07 243,39 606.50 774,17 1000.37 2381.04 

ltut R~1...,..nt In US$~ 
(US$1 • 42 Tab) 14.44 l8.4] 2J.S2 !.1>.&9 

Sources: i99i AcLUsl RDP Quarterly financial Report and 1992 RDP Budget Quarterly financial l~eport (ntljustcd 125 DTW) 

•• 
Altl1ough MDP Is a further evolution of this program, Lhe numbers are not com(1arabie because several item~ arc nul Included 
in MDP. 
The revised budget projects a devaluallon In the Taka 42 per US$, down from Tk 40, reducing the Net Requirement hy US$ 2.83 
m11llon. 


